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Parade Will Kick Off 'Big Day' 
he MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER 
arthenon 
Many Colorful Events 
Take Place Tomorrow 
By KAY SAGE 
Society Editor 
J.t's Homecoming Day ,tomorrow - with all the excitement, 
color and pageantry ol beautiful floats, marching bands, cheer-
ing crowds, plus the many other events planned tor both stu-
dents and alumni. 
The overall theme of this year's Homecoming is a •~view 
TON W VA FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1962 No. 18 of the West Virginia Centennial." A w.ried schedule of activi-Vol 62 HUNTING , · · t· · I d f d Th d 
==·==================== ===================i 1es lS p anne or stu ents and returning alwnni. e PQra e 
'fire-foot-Tw,, Wlt6 Eres Of 8l11 I • • • 
THE NEW. "MISS MARSHALL", Brenda Keys of Kopperston, heard the ·news of her election while 
ID a history class Wednesday. A few minutes later sorority sisters fzom Alpha Chi Omera stared 
an impromptu celebration outside the Science Bulldinr for the new queen (arrow). 
MISS KEYS Is not only ''pretty as a picture", but she's aptly described by lyrics that go " ... five-
foot-two, eyes of blue . • • " The attractive coed i s experiencing one of the most exciting weeks in 
ber We - but her reirn as Miss Marshall will last until next Bomecomi.Dg (See story, pare two). 
ol floats, bands; Homecoming Queen and attendants st'arts at noon 
tomorrow. 
The route of ~rch will be down Fourth Avenue to Elchtb 
Street, out Elrhth Street to 11th Avenue, up 11th Avenue to 12th 
Street, out 12th Street to Charleston Avenue, and up Charleston 
Avenue to the stadium. 
Leading the parade will be the drum and bugle corps, color 
guard, and other units from the ROTC Batt le Group. 
The order of march will · be Kappa ,A1pha float, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon float, Marshall band, tlhe Queen's float (built by Pi Kappe 
!Alpha), liuntington High School b'and, Beta Tau, Cavaliers float, 
Huntington East High School band, Sigma Phi Epsilon float, Ce-
redo-Kenova High School ·band, Lambda Chi Alpha float, Alpha 
Sigma Phi float, Barboursville High School band. and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon flO"at. 
The bir rame will start at Z p.m. in Fairfield Stacllum-tbfs 
year arainst Mid-American Conference foe Westem Micblran, Re-
served tickets are $2.50 and $3 per person. Students will be ad-
mitted by activity card. 
This year's Homecoming is designed to allow alumni and 
friends -to "come home" to campus and see their Alma Mater and 
rt.he chianges tha,t heve taken place. This year on campus will be 
an oJd fashioned "Food4est" for alumni from 5 to 6:30 p.m . be-
side the Dining Hall, if weather .permits, or in the downstai1'3 
serving area of tihe Dining Hall, in case of bad weather. 
The "Food4est" will feature fried chicken and all of the 
trimmings, This will be a "sel'!Ve yourself" affair. The cost is 
$1.25 per person. From 5 to 5:30 p.m., the Brass Ensemble of the 
Marshall band, conducted by Dr. Wilbur Pursley, associate pro-
fessor of music, will play German tower music a top the roof of 
the east entrance to Prichard Hall. 
The traditional student-alumni dance will be from 9 p.m. to 
1 a.m. in the Memorial Field House featurinr the nationally 
known Glenn Miller Orchestra under the direction of Bay Mc-
Kinley. This dance will be $5 per couple. 
A smaller dance for alumni and guests onl,. wiU be at tihe 
Hotel Frederick Main Ballroom from 9:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. The 
music will be furnislhed by . the Howard Jennings Orchestr,a. 
ll'hese tickets are on sale in the Office of Development and 
Alumni Affairs. 
-A limited n11m1ber of dance tickets will be sold for $3. 
The I. S. A. Mum Sale will end today at 4 p.m. Mums m~ be 
picked up tomorrow morning. 
Homecoming-Activities-~ 
10 a.m.-noon--A.lpha Xi Delta will host alwnnae with an open 
house and coffee hour. 
Noon-Homecoming Parade, starts at 16th Street and Fourth 
Avenue. 
2 p.m.--.Footiball game again9t Mid-American Conference foe, 
Western Michigan, Thirlfield Stadium. 
t-6 p.m.-Informal receptions by Alpha Chi Omega, Lambda 
Obi Alpha, and Pi Kappa Alpha at their houses. Si,g1n9 Phi 
Epsilon will host their alumni with a butfet dinner. 
5-5:30 P.m.-Concert atop Prioh'ard Hall by the Brass Ensemble 
of the Marshall band. 
5-6:30 p.m.-Food....fest on cainpus for alumni, facuUy and 
guests. 
5-9 p.m.-Aliph'a ·Sigma Phi wiH bave open house for ehanni. 
6:30-8 p.m.-Ta u Kappa Epsilon will serve a buffet tor alumni 
and their families and fraternity members. 
9 p.m.-1 a.m.-Student--Alumni Dance in the Memorial Field 
House featuring Glenn Miller Orchestra under d irection ot 
iRay McKinley. 
9:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m..--Alumni and guests dance at the Hotel 




Editor Welcomes Alums; 
Previews Campus Plans 
It's that iime of year again! : 
Alumni are arriving and many more are on their way. 
Preparations have been going on for months and, as in the 
past, everyone has worked hard tq make this year's Homecoming 
bigger and better. Commissions, committees, campus organizations 
and social organizations have been working 'round the clock. Now 
it's time for their efforts to pay off. 
A different and exciting theme, "Preview of the West Vll'(inia 
Centennial", is being expressed In house decorations and floats 
this year (a similar theme is planned next year). 
Several new attractions - a food fest and an alumni dance 
- have been inaugurated for the benefit of old grads. The fest 
will be on campus tomorrow, and the dance--in addition to the 
regular dance at the Field House-will be held tomor~ow night at 
the Frederick Hotel. 
We hope the retumini graduates will enjoy these new Home-
coming features. We also hope that they will see the progress and 
development that has taken place since they received their di-
plomas. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1962 
As students of Marshall University it Is our responslblllty to 
see that they do. We, the students, are hosts and hostesses for the 
big weekend. Let's give the grads a big welcome back to their 
Alma . Mater. It's really their weekend and we want them to re-
member Homecoming-1962 for years to come. 
LARRY ASCOUGH 
Editor-in-Chief 
facultr Hears 1St1t1 Of Tlte U1irerslty' 
Impromptu Celebration 
Greets Miss Marshall 
PRESIDENT STEW ART H. SMITH delivered a "State of the University" mes5a&'e at a genenJ 
faculty meeting Tuesday afternoon in Old Main Auditorium. Thie complete text of bis address 
will be found in the special supplement in thl s Homecominr issue. 
By EDIE ALEXANDER 
Staff Reporter 
Miss Marshall, Brenda Keys, was greeted by . an impromptu 
celebration Wednesday in front of the Science Hall as excited 
friends congratulated their new "Miss Marshall" after 11 a.m. 
history class. 
. The 21-year-old coed learned of her victory for the first time 
when the Parthenon photographer snapped a photograph of her 
while she was in class. 
A petite five4oot-two and 107 
pounds, the blue-eyed Miss Keys 
is an elementary educaition major 
from Kopperston in Wryom1n•g 
county. Her father, Glenn, is an 
a«:ountant. She has two brothers, 
Glenn, 17 and Stacy, 8. 
F1agus, senior women's leade~hip 
honorary. 
l',Jiss Keys has been first and 
seoond vice-president of Alpha 
Chi Omega, and represented the 
fraternities and sororities as 
Greek Week Queen in 1960. 
Attendants to Miss Marsha!! 
wiH also be <tiding in the pw-ade 
and will be presented a4 the 
game and dance. 
Student President 
Welcomes Alumni 
On behalf of the student 
body, I would like to extend a 
welcome to the alumni as they 
return to campus to take part 
in the Homecoming activities. 
This year, for the first time, 
there is to be a separate dance 
held for the alumni so that 
they might more easily renew 
old acquaintances and friend-
ships. 
However, for those that so 
choose, the alumni will be most 
welcome at the.· regular Home-
coming dance which Is to be 
held at the Memorial Field 
House. 
GARY McMILLAN, 
Student Body President 
When asked about her new 
title, she said, "I owe it all to 
evuyone: else - I can't express 
how really thrilled I am about it. 
It's really wonderful." 
-During her four years at Mar-
shall, Miss Keys has served as 
past president of Prichard Hall; 
Inter-Dorm council rep~senta-
tive; student senartor for two 
years; member of Social .Affairs 
Commission, Publication a n d 
Public Relations Commissiop, A.p. 
propri'ations and Budget Commis-
sion, Student Union Commission, 
coordinator of Freshmen Activi-
ties Commission, and leadership 
camp representative for three 
years. 
Junior attendant, Miss Pergy GUESTS REMAIN SEATED 
She was ch-ief freshman guide 
this year . and is a member of 
the Panhellenic Council, Alpha 
Chi Omega social sorority, an~ 
Tucker of Bluefield, is a member The Homecoming Commis-
of the Student Di-rectory, Par- sion asks that everyone please 
ents' Weekend, and Greenbackers remain seated during the pres-
commlslsons; treasurer of Alpha entatipn of trophies and crown-
Xi Delta sorority; member of the ing of Miss Marshall and at-
Student National Education As- tendants at the intermission of 
soclation; Chief Justice staff, and the Homecoming dance tomor-
Mlss Bluefield. row night. 
Sophomore queen Sarabeth 1--------------
Grant, HWlltington, is a member 
of A~'a Chi Omega sorority and 
was attendant to Miss Chief 
Justice, 1961. 
Freshman queen, Kay Collins, 
Huntington, is a pledge CYf A1pha 
Chi Omega sorority, and is serv-
ing as Pershing Rifles sponsor 
for the ROTC. 
COFFEE HOUR SET 
The Parthenon 
The freshmen and sophomore 
physical education majors are 
sponsoring a homecoming coffee 
hour from 10 to 11 a.m. tomorrow 
in the Lounge of the Women's 
Physical Education Building. In-
vited to attend are the house-
mothers, women physical educa-
tion majors and their mothers, 
and the alumni physical educa• 
tion majors. 




More than academic interest for the well-rounded 
... Arrow's " Gordon Dover Club" shirt. Com-
fortable medium- point, button-down collar is softly 
rolled for a new but natural look. Trim pla cket front 
and pla it in back make this shirt the all-round 
favorite. Trimly -tailored specifically to fit the well-
dressed active young man. 100% cotton Oxford 
is "Sanforized" labeled for long-lasting fit. $5.00. 
---ARROW.:-
FOU NDED 18Gl 
Member of West Vlrirlnla Intercolletrlate Presa Aaoclatton 
run-lealed Wire to The Asaoclated Preu. 
Entered as second class matter, May 29, l!Ho5, at the P ost Office at Hunttnirton, 
. West Vl~lnla, under Act of Consrea, March 8, 18'11. 
Publlahed semi-weekly durlnir achool year and weekly durlnir 1wnmer b7 Depart-
ment of Journalism, Marshall University. 16th Street and 3rd Avenue. Hunttnston, 
West Vlrirtnla. 
THE WELL-ROUNDED SHIRT 
Off-campu1 subacrlptlon fee 11 $8.00 per Year. 
Activity fee covers on-campw, 1t udent subacrlptlon at the rate ol. $2.00 P9r 
semester plus 50 cents for each summer term. 
STAFF 
Phone 523-8582 or Journalism Dept., Ext. 235 of W-3411 
Editor-In-Chief .. . ..... . ....... . . ........ . . ... . . ... . ... .......... : . Larr,, AacOUP 
Manaalns Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fran AllNd 
Buslnesa Marn,.,rer . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. · . . .... . ..... . ..... ... . .. .... ... . .... John Warnke 
CampUs Editor . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. ..... . ... , . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . William Calderwood 
News Editor .. .. .. ...... .. .... .. . . .. ....... .. . ........ . .... , ...... GU)' Kearna 
Sl>Ol'tl Editor .. .. . . . . . ... .... , ...... ... .... • , , . . . • . .. . ... . .. •. , . . . . . . . . . . JerTJ' ~ 
Feature l!:dlior . ... .. ... .. .. .. .... .. . .. .......... .. ., . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . Bench- o•m-
Soclety Editor .. . .......... ... .... .. .. . .. . ... .. . .. .... ................... lta7 Saae 
P'uhton Editor . . ...... . ..... . ... ..... . ....... . .. . . .. : .. . . .. .. , . . ... Bonnle Pl7boD 
J:dltorial Counselor .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. WWlam s. Francou 
Staff Photo11rapber . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. • . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. Charles Leith 
Faculty Adviser ····· ··· ········ ····· ·· ·· ··· ··· ···· · ········· · ·· ··· ·· · W. Paire Pitt 
~ 
co~ PTO ... LlTHO. co. 
A man's wardrobe starts with a well-made shirt. Arrow shirts are 
tailored for the active young man to look good, 
feel good. Newest this fall ... the "Gordon Dover Club" with 
expertly rolled button-down collar, trim placket front. 
Day-long comfort in "Ranfori7<>rl" r.otton Oxford. 
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WMUL-FM To Celebrate Birthd~y; 
First Took Air On November 1, 1961 
WMUL-FM celebrates its first sented on "Night C 1 ass".- The According to Stephen D .. Buell, 
birthday on Nov. 1. It was on show is broadcast eaech evening Director of Educational Radio-TV, 
that date in 1961 that WMUL-FM from 7 until 10 p.m. future plans for WMUL call for 
first broke the "sound barrier" WMUL is a member of the In- possible increased power, a larg-
and began broadcasting opera- tercolle,gia-te Broadcasting Sys- er scale operation and a continua-
tions with the approval of the tern. and efior,ts are under,way to tion of "the quality programming 
Federal Communications Commis- secure recognition for more de- which we feel has made the 
sion and the University admin- serving members in Alpha Epsi- station worthy of the name of the 
istration. Ion Rho, national radio honorary. Voice of Marshall Univeresity." 
Complete Line o/ 
STUDENT SUPPLIES 
PAGE TBBD 
ART SUPPLIES STUDY AIDS 
l A T T A S 
150Z Fourth Avenue Phone 523-M33 
BUN'ftNGTON, W. VA. 
WMUL-FM thus became the t----------------'------------------------------------------
first educational radio station in 
West Virginia. The station is own-
ed by the State Board of Educa-
tion and is staffed entirely by 
University students. 
Roy Lee Collins, Huntington 
senior and station manager, had 
this to say of WMUL's first year 
of broadcasting, "I feel that the 
s t a t i o n has made tremendous 
strides in ,the past year. The co-
operation of the student personnel 
contributes an air of pleasant in-
formality rarely found in com-
mercia !operations. Our program-
ming has improved with the addi-
tion of more mature material, such 
as the live broadcasts of the Met-
ropolitan Opera series beginning 
Dec. 1." 
Six dep'artments are now in-
cluded in WMUL's organizational 
structure: aunouncing, engineer-
ing, continuity and traffic, news, 
library, and publicity. Over 40 
people are members of WMUL's 
staff. 
WMUL's classical music show, 
"Night Class" has been taken to 
heart by the people of Hunting-
ton. Several hundred commenda-
tory letters have been received 
from local resident within the 
radius encompassed by WM U L, 




The big job of turning a lot of 
details into a full-blown festival 
this weekend was the work c1f 
the largest commission in the stu-
dent government-the Homecom-
ing Commission. 
Alumni Director John M. Sayre 
worked closely with the commis-
ison to coordinate alumni activi-
ties with Homecoming. 
Tom Dunfee, Huntington senior, 
is s t u d e n t coordinator for the 
commission this year. His job is 
to secure tJhe band for the Home-
coming Dance and coordinate the 
other functions of the group. 
The steering committee consists 
of the parade m a r s h a 1, David 
Todd, Huntington j uni or, who 
directs the parade and the •house 
decorations; queens c h a i r m a n , 
Sonja Robinson, Columbus, Ohio, 
junior, who supervises the rules 
and selection of the Homecoming 
Queen; publicity chairman Edie 
Alexander, Nitro junior, who sees 
to the radio, TV and newspaper 
coverage; ticke't chaiNT1en Jun-
ior Jones, Huntington senior, and 
Mary Margaret Abruzzino, Shinn-
ston senior, who arrange the 
dance and supervise ticket sales. 
Judges and trophies chairman, 
Mary ,Bernard, St. Albans senior, 
who buys the trophy and selects 
the judges; dance chairmen, Gene 
Bias, Huntington j u n i o r, and 
Li 11 i a n Dalma, Williamstown, 
N. J ., sophomore, who arrange 
the details of the dance. 
Secretaries for the commission 
are financial secretary, Don Smith, 
Charleston senior, who super-
vises all expenses, and corres-
ponding secretary, Patti Bartlett, 
Huntington senior, who takes care 
of t h e voluminous correspon 
dence of the commission. 
COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE 
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MARSHALL U. 
HOMECOMING 
For more than 25 years Dunhill's has 
served the Marshall U. men on campus ... 
and this year our selection of authentic 
Clothing and Furnishings is bigger . . . 
more interesting and more inviting than 
Come see us and visit a while . • • 
Make this your Downtown Campus 
924,. t. 4'" Ave. 
El 
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Students, faculty Join In 12-Week Study 
MARCHING THROUGH OVERGROWTH was only one of the dlUiculties encountered by the gTOup. 
Here (left to right) "Butch" Blanchard, Mr. Olson, John MeMllllan, Dr. Clarg, Dr. Smith, and Dr. 
Mills move through heavy overgrowth. 
AN 1.i'NUSUAL FORM of transportation is the "swamp bugg-y." Here (left to right) Ed Garrett of 
the Vicksburr Waterways Experimental Station, Dr. Clar,, Dr. Mills and U. S. Ranrer Winne 
prepare to climb aboard. 
WORKING TOGETHER, "Butch" Blanchard and Dr. Mills take another readinr and try to de-
termine their position. Battle troops movinr throurh this type of underrrowth· wouldn't have time 
to ro through such procedure. 
DR, <;LAGG, Dr. Mills and Smith take a close look at one of 
the more unusual plant formations encountered by the gTOup 
dorinr their 12-week study. Knowledre of various types of 
Junrle gTOWth could be an Important factor In the success of 
Jungle mllltary opentions. 
MR. OLSON ADJUSTS the transit prior to taklnr another read-
inr. Position ls all important -to tall military tactics, but It be-
comes even more so In Jung-le opentions. 
SUNDAY BEST for a Junrle veteran may well be an old set of 
Marine fatigues. Dr. Clar, and Dr. Mills display " the latest 
thing" in Everglades fashlnn11. 
r 
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7 Marshall Scientists Spend 
Summertime In Everglades 
By BONNIE BECKETI' successful invasion anyway. "As Marshall program was accepted 
Staff Reporter it was the. invaders had neither over the programs of other col-
An abortive attempt to invade air coverage nor coverage for lges and universities within a 
Cuba might have ended differ- themselves on the ground." Had radius of three days travel to the 
cntly if a study of vegetation had they known in advance the dan- Everglades. 0 n c e the collected 
been made in Cuba's Bay of Pigs ger of being slowed and entangled data is processed and put in order 
area. by mangroves without the cam- "what we have learned will be 
That is the opinion of Dr. ouflage of trees or shrubs the in- made av a i 1 ab 1 e to scientists 
Ho\vard Leonard Mills, professor_ vadcrs might well have chosen around the world," said Dr. Clagg. 
of bo\an" and director of a study another place to land. "It will not be until the system 
group that spent 12 weelts last But in April of 1961 the idea is actually being used that any 
summer in the Florida Everglades. of charting vegetation for mili- 'cloak and dagger' techniques will 
The four faculty members and tary purposes was just beginning be employed." 
three students, all from Marshall , to take shape. As for the trip itself, Smith, a 
studied, at the request of the U. S. Working with the U.S. Corps of biology student agreed with Mr. 
Army, the effects of vegetation Engineers Waterways Experiment Olson that the jungle is not the 
on the movement of battle troops. Station at Vicksburg, Mississippi, nicest place to be, but as long as ~-..:::i- .:.....-. 
PAGE FIVE 
In addition to lli. Mills, the Marshall's seven scientists staged they weren't completely severed CHECKING THE LEVEL was one of the many joba that (left 
group consisted of Dr. Sam E. an invasion of their own, on 7,000 from civilization, it was bearable. to right) Malan "Butch" Blanchard, Hantinrton senior; Mr. 
Clagg, professor of geography and square miles of steaming swampy Blanchard said "I'd never want Thomas William Olson, instructor in enpneertnr, and John .W. 
chairman of the department; Dr. everglades of Florida, testing and to spend another summer in Flor- McMillian, Huntington senior, were faced with durlnr their lllllD-
Donald E. Cox, associate professor developing a system of descrip- ida . Too many insects." mer in the Everglades. 
of s~icnce; Mr. Thomas William tion basically initiated by Pierre In summing things up Mills .------------------------------, 
Olson. instructor in engineering; Dansreau, a French botanist. voiced the general group feeling 
Malan '·Butch" Blanchard, Hunt- Forced to wear the heaviest when he said "I sure got home-
ing:on s,mior; William H. Smith, clothing they could stand because sick for these hills," but in the 
St. Marys senior, and John W. of the insects, Dr. Mills said, "Of- same breath he added "next year 
McMillian, Huntington senior. ten we were completely covered I'd like to chart sections of 
According to Dr. Mills, the wibh large deer flies, even as we .:A:'.f'._:_r_::ic:_:a::_.'_' __________ _!_~============================ 
assignment was to work on the walked," and that th~ application 
o,-velopment of a system for de- of literally gallons of insect re-
scribing the e a rt h's vegetation pellent "didn't alter the situation 
according to size and structure of to any great degree." 
plant growth. The Everglades was Dr. Mills told of other "small" 
chosen for an important part of problems, too, such as tarantula 
the study because it supports the spiders, chameleon lizards which 
only t r o p i c a 1 vegetation in the were t u r n e d into pets and 38 
United States. Once the system inches of rain in two weeks, seven 
has become universally applic- inches of which fell in one day. 
able, it can be used to supplement Dr. Mills said that it looked as if 
maps in determining the "military it weren't ever going to stop so 
trafficability" of any given area. they worked in the rain. 
"Had this system been in effec- But in spite of the difficulties 
tive use before April of 1961 the encountered, the Marshall men 
story of the invasion of Cuba's did what they set out to do and 
Bay of Pigs might be told with a accomplished more than they ex-
different conclusion," Dr. Mills pected. In getting the project, the 
said. Practically the entire Bay of 
Pigs area is overgrown wit,h the BYRD HONORARY TEKE 
rooty salt-water mangrove. Beta Nu Chapter of Tau Kappa 
Dr. Clagg said that he was sur- Epsilon fraternilty has announced 
prised that the invaders were that U.S. Sen. Robert C. Byrd has 
ignorant of the entagled man- been made an honorary member. 
groves "as many times as Ameri- The honor was bestowed on the 
cans have been in Cuba." He add- former Marshall student at George 
ed that without air cover,age it Washington University on Sept. 
would be difficult to conduct a 30. 
Welcome Back Alumni 
Drop In And See The Newest Addition To Marsliall's 
Growing Campus. We Have All The Latest Styles In Men's 
& Ladies' Clothing And Sportswear. Just Below The Gates 
Of "Old Main" 1531 4th Ave. 
... for a life 
of pride and 
purpose 
Among the young people being graduated from 
college in these times, there are some who think 
and feel-perhaps a little more deeply than the 
others-about the world we live in, the future 
we face. They ask, "How can I make my career 
really meaningful? More than just personally 
rewarding?" 
And many of today's most successful young 
people are finding a fulfilling answer to these 
questions as officers on the Aerospace Team ... 
the United States Air Force. They can tell you 
that no career could better combine the oppor-
tunity for achievement-and the deep inner 
satisfaction of knowing that they are helping 
preserve the very future of America. 
How can you become an Air Force Officer? 
If you are a college senior and not currently 
enrolled in ROTC, Air Force Officer Training 
School provides an opportunity to qualify for 
a wide variety of career fields. The graduate of 
this three-month course receives a commission 
as a second lieutenant. As the Air Force 
continues its technological advance, officers 
with college training will move into positions 
of increasing importance. 
For full information-including the opportunity 
to earn graduate degrees at Air Force expense 
-see the Air Force Selection Team when it 
visits your college, visit your local Air Force 
Recruiting Office, or write: Air Force Officer 
Career Information, Dept. SC+l0, Box 805, 
New York 1, New York. 
U.S. Air Force 





A resolution ·condemming racial 
discrimination, submitted by Paul 
Alexander, instructor in political 
science, was passed at the general 
faculty meeting Tuesday. The fac-
ulty passed tJhe resolution with no 
dissenting votes. 
Content of the resolution fol-
lows: 
"Inasmuch as the Student Gov-
ernment of Marshall University 
has called to our attention that 
certain of our students are ex-
periencing acts of discrimination 
against them in some of the public 
places of Huntington as a conse-
quence of their race, and 
"In view of our special respon-
sibility to contribute to the well-
being of our students, and 
"Considering our responsibility 
· as citizens of the community of 
Huntington to promote its well-
being, and 
"Since such acts of discrimina-
tion are not in accordance with 
the progressive nature of the City 
of Huntington nor in the best in-
terests of the United States, and 
"Because we believe there are 
no vaJ.id grounds for racial dis-
crimination, and 
"In light of the laws and ideals 
of the United States and the State 
of West Virginia which prescribe 
equality of opportunity and equal 
treatment for all men, 
"The faculty of Marshall Uni-
versity deplores all acts of racial 
discrimination and u r g e s their 
prompt termination." · 
Mr. Alexander explained that 
the purpose of his resolution was 
to "indicate the moral support of 
the faculty for those students who 




'Jlhirty students are currently 
enrolled in the newly established 
English Composition Clinic after 
they failed the qualifying exami-
nation in English composition. No 
student who has failed the Exami-
nation is permitted to try it again . 
until he has satisfied the Clinic 
requirement. 
The Clinic is scheduled for two 
9-week periods during the semes:. 
ter with the student reporting 
once a week for practice in writ-
ten composition and personal sup-
ervision of his writing. Thr,ee or 
four students are scheduled each 
hour that the Clinic meets, when 
the instructor carries on the les-
sons entirely on an individual 
basis. 
The present Clinic ends Nov. 
16. '11he second-half clinic is sche-
duled from Nov. 19 until Jan. 17, 
1963. 
Mrs. Louise S. Bailey, instructor 
in English, will teach the clinic, 
which meets in M315. 
Nineteen students have enrolled 
in the Clinic for tJhe second half 
of this semester. 
The schedule is arranged to per-
mit students who complete the 9-
week course to retake the English 
examination immediately. Dates 
for the examination are Dec. 1, 
and Jan. 26, 1963. 
Of 50 students who retook the 
examination after attending the 
Clinic last year, 38 passed. In 
addition, 14 others completed the 
Clinic last year and will retake 







What's more enchantingly 
feminine than a drift of pure silk 
chiffon? Wear this one •.• 
you'll dance the hours caway! 
· The sleeveless beautifully 
draped bodice is accented 
with stunning color ..• 
ke1ly green on royal blue 
, ...• coral or wine red. 
The wide contour belt · 
makes a waistline look tiny. 
Very full skirt propped 
by its own petticoat. 
. Siies: 8 fo 16. 
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ff ere Are Homecoming's Planters 
MEMBERS OF THE HOMECOMING COMMISSION ARE: (Fint 
row, from left) Edie Alexander, Nitro junior; Don Smith, Char-
leston senior; John M. Sayre, director, development an'd alumni 
affairs; Second row - Sonja Robinson, Charleston senior; David 
Todd, Huntington junior; Third row - Lillian Dalma, Williams-
town, N. J. sophomore; Mary Bernard, St. Albans senior; Tom 
Dunfee, Huntington senior; Fourth row - Mary Abruzzino, 
Shinnston senior; Patty Bartlett, Huntington junior; Junior 
Jones, Huntington senior. Last but not least, Joe Kessler, Rich-
wood junior. 
Alumni Welcomed 
President Smith Sees 
'Exciting' MU Campus 
I extend a warm welcome to all alumni who have returned for 
our Homecoming activities. Evidence of the increasing Interest in 
and devotion to our University on the part of alumni is most gratl-
fylnr. Twenty-eight alumni chapters have been established. New 
chapters at Dayton and Cleveland, Ohio, and at Barboursville, 
W. Va. will be organized during the next three weeks. 
We appreciate your loyalty and your contribution of time and 
money. Our campus ls becoming more exciting daily. 
The Honors Seminar, Honors Programs and related academic 
activities are stimulating both faculty and students to greater ef-
forts and achievements. You can be proud of the fine faculty and 
student body which comprise our University today. 
May you enjoy our Homecoming activities. 
STEWART H. SMITH 
President 
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Three 10ldtimers1 011 Faculty 
Will Retire In Few Months 
By ARCH GLASPELL 
Staff BePorter 
Three senior faculty members 
at Marshall University - with a 
combined record of 106 years 
service at the institution - are 
S'Cheduled to retire during 1963. 
They are Dr. Horace Gresham 
Toole, professor of hi.story and 
cha'irman of the histor:y depart-
ment; Otto A. "Swede" GUl1lick-
son. professor of physical educa-
tion, and Dr. Roy C. Woods, pro-
fessor oI education. 
Dr. Woods will retire at the 
end of the current semester while 
Dr. Toole and Professor Gullick-
son will remain until the comple-
tion of the school year. 
Dr. Toole, a faculty member 
since the fall of 1925, noted that 
he was approaching the com-
pulsory retirement age for Mar-
shan, · ibut indicated th.lat he in-
tended to remain active in the 
teaching field. 
The history chairman observed 
that he had been offered a "full-
time or part-time job at a neigh-
1boring university," and added, 
"I'm thinking c,,f it," when asked 
whether he would accept or not. 
The 38-year veteran professor' 
was born January 24, 1893, in 
Warrick County, Indiana, and 
received his AB. from DePaum 
University, his A.·M. from the 
University of Chicago, and his 
doctoraite from the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
He served as an Army serreant 
during World War I winning a 
croix de guerre during- cam-
paigns including Chateau-'lbierry 
:md the Meuse-Arronne. 
Dr. Roy C. Woods is complet-
ing his 35th year of teaching a't 
the university having joined the 
facui.ty in 1927. He. was born in 
Oskaloosa, Iowa, on Apri.il. 17, 
1894. He said that he intended to 
"just take it easy tor awhile" 
following his retirement. 
Dr. Woods Teceived his A.B. 
and his M.S. from Penn College 
in Oskaloosa and his M.A and 
doctorate from the University of 
Iowa. He served with the Red 
Cross during World War I. 
"Swede" said that he fully in-
tends to remain active in Hun-
tington probably with the wel-
fare department or the Boy 
Scouts, a long-time interest c,,f 
his. 
"I have had 33 years of play-
DR. H. GRESHAM TOOLE 
.. Retiring History Chairman 
day here at Marshall," he ob- O'ITO A. "SWEDE" GULLICKSON 
served and proved his observa- ... Leaving Marshall In June 
'fl tion with statistics showing his '-'"'-----:~~~::er-~--~~: 
! intramurals program containinr 
Commission Named 
RECENTLY APPOINTED members of the Election Commission 
are: back row (left to right) Dot Wheeler, Hunlington sopho-
more, and Judy Clayton, Dunbar junior. Front r!)w (left to rirht) 
Emily Buckberry, War junior; Grace Chirico, Logan junior, and 
Beth Hutchison, St. · A1bans senior and Election Commission co-
ordihator. 
144 sPorts and over 5,000 contests 
played last year. "Every year," 
be said," the program has been 
bigger and better with expanded 
activities." 
"Swede" was born July 18, 
1893 in Enderlin, N. D. He re-
ceived his B.iP.E.S. from Spring-
field College and his B.S. and 
M. A. from Columbia University. 
He served as a lieutenant during 
the First World War and was 
active with Red Cross during 
World Wax II. He noted that his . 
roots were firmly p1anted in · 
Huntington now, with his grand-
children and great-grandchildren, 
and that he intended to stay here. 
CADET OF THE WEEK 
Sam Jones, Williamstown so-
phomore representing Company 
"N" and the Pershing Rifles was 
selected Cadet of the Week by 
the Military Science Department. 
This award is based on inter-
oompany competition and know-
ledge of mm.tary subjects and 
drill. 
DR. ROY C. WOODS 
Winds Up Car.eer In January 
\ 
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Cocktail Dresses, Dark Suits_ 
Right For Homecoming Dance 
By BONNIE PLYBON 
Fashion Editor 
"What will I wear?" This question becomes more and more 
· pressin,g as Homecoming Day approaches. Women are frantic and 
the men are concerned with making a good impression on their 
dates. 
Alumni will begin arriving on 
campus today, meeting new stu-
dents and renewing old friend-
shi,ps. Casual wear with neat 
lines is then the word. Sllacks 
and sweaters solve this problem 
perfectly for all and allciw fur 
weather changes. What witoh the 
hectic rush of pu'tting finishin,g 
touches on house decorations and 
floats, comfort and mobility are 
a must. Here, too, slacks with 
sweaters or sweat shirts fill the 
bill. 
Then there is the big parade 
and the game. Nothing can 
match the Homecoming game for 
enabling students to show their 
pride for school and team. One 
often forgets that dress is an in-
dication of this pride. 
In the Ivy League and Big Ten 
universities the suit has always 
been a favorite among the women 
for games. There are some very 
good reasons for this choice. 
Weather is always an important 
factor. lf it is cool, the suit jacket 
provides needed warmth and if 
warm the jacket may be shed. A 
suit is also adaptable for alfter-
game activities, whether a recep-
tion or coke date. 
Another side li<~t of dressing 
for the game • that is often for-
gotten is its a·ffect. A well 
groomed appearance always adds 
to a man's anticipation of the big 
evening ahead, and this works 
equally well for 1both sexes. 
After the game everyone's 
thoughts turn to plans for the 
evening's festivities. Here ap-
pearance and comfort are top 
considerations. Due to the annua,J 
problem of space at the Home-
coming dance, the practicality of 
the cocktail dress becomes more 
evident each year. Not only are 
full length gowns inappropriate 
but they become cumbersome in 
crowds and the mortality ra tes of 
g.:>wns increases in proportion to 
their length. 
Men will find that their com-
fort and neatness are better 
served on this occasion by a ap-
propriate dark suit rather than 
an inappropriate tuxedo. The hu-
midity becomes more and more 
unbearable as the evening pro• 
gresses, and most men will 
verify to itchyness and sloppy-
ness of a humidity-wilted shirt 
front with too much starch. 
Speaking of humidity, females 
beware of hair styles •that depend 
on hair spray for support and 
body firmness. No one wants to 
thave a date that looks like a de-
ffated balloon half way through 
the dance. 
To have a fashionable home-
coming think carefully and plan 
ahead. 
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FOR CAMPUS WEAR during homecoming activities, sweaters and slacks provide the gnatest mo-
bility. Here Bonnie Myers, Wheeling senior, wears brown suede slacks with an Italian knit sweater. 
George Wright, Charleston sophomore, wears neutral green slacks with a diamond patterned V-cut 
cardigan in brown tones. Bonnie's fashions were furnished by the Smart Shop, and George's b7 
Amsbary and Johnson. 
THAT DREAM DRESS for the homecoming 
dance takes a great deal of shopping for. Bonnie 
is assisted by a Smart Shop saleslady in finding 
hers. This cocktail dress is of white silk brocade 
with a China Blue lining. The coat is fashioned 
with a Manderln collar and frog fastening. 
ARE THERE STARS in his eyes or is it merely 
the reflection of the extremely feminine gown 
Bonnie is wearing. The simple lines of this chif-
fon dress rely on the brilliant blue color and 
symetrical draping for accent. George will be . 
very proper and comfortable in his black suit 
with matching vest. 
Former 'Miss Marshall' Loses Crown 
Millie Mayo Keeps Queen's Sparkle 
By MIKE WOODFORD 
Staff Reporter 
Millie Mayo, Marshall Univer-
sity's . first homecoming queen, 
hasn't lost the sparkile which 
gained her an election victory 
last year-only the crown which 
was presented to her. 
In fact, Millie now has the 
loyal sUJpport of a group which 
rates her A-number-one in every 
aspect. They are a group of first 
graders at Fornof Elementary 
than rooming away from home." 
Incidentally, for those who don't 
know, Ed Bennet is the "mg 
Green" drum major. Millie 
pointed out that one of the other 
reasons that she likes her position 
so well is that there are seven 
other teachers at Fornof her age. 
the head of our next "Miss Mar-
shall." 
Millie will arrive in town in 
time for both the Homecoming 
game and one or both of the 
dlances. She said that she would 
like to athmd part of both the 
alumni and unde11grad dances. 
, School in Columbus, Ohio. 
She wants to start work on her 
master's degree as soon as pos-
sible, and plans to attend Ohio 
State University. School there is 
on the quarter system, and she 
plans on trying to st-art the fall 
quarter. While at Marshall, Millie was 
' ,head majorette for two years, an 
ROTC sponsor, a candidate for 
"Miss Huntington," and an ele-
mentary education major. She 
was nominated for "Miss Mar-
shall" by the Inter Dorm Coun-
cil, and won the ri,ght to repre-
sent her school at Homecoming 
tr.estivities and other functions 
throughout the year. 
When asked how she likes 
teaching in Columbus she said, 
"I just love · it. It's terri,fic. I live 
with Ed Bennet's sister, and she 
has two ohildren which make it 
One interesting aspect of last 
year's homecoming is a mix-up 
which resulted in Millie misplac-
ing the queen's crown. When she 
was crowned at the homecoming 
festivities she thought that the 
crown would be her permanent 
posession as a memento of her 
coronation. It was taken home, 
put away, and then lost while the 
house was bein:g rearranged. The 
case of the missing crown has 
never been solved, much to 
Millie's regret. Mabe it will turn 
FOR THE PARADE and game proper dress is very important. 
The student illustrates his pride in his school by the appearance 
be makes. Bonnie chose a breen colored suit with black trim. U 
the weather is warm she can shed the jacket showinr her breen 
and black knit blouse. George wm make a good impression also 
in his plaid sports jacket and slacks. Each will be looking for-
ward to the evening ahead. more like living with my family lllP in time for her to place it on 
MILLIE MAYO 
. Relinquishes Crown 
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The Sports 
Corner 
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Broncos Game To Feature 
MAC's 2 Leading Passers 
, _________ By JERRY REED ________ ___, By DANNY BARBER up as the mainstays in the West-
Sports Writer em Michigan forward wall Sports Editor 
The big weekend has finally arrived as the Homecoming tilt 
against Western Michigan's Broncos will take place tomorrow 
afternoon. Already alumni have started pouring into Huntington 
and the MU campus is buzzing about how the Big Green wiH 
stack up agains,t the Broncos. Coach Charlie Snyder has already 
stated that WMU has the ''best offensive. line we've faced all 
season". This means the Big Green will be facing a 'iough foe 
and great challenge as they go after their first cO'llference win. It 
wou-Id be · fitting if it could come on Homecoming Day and 
would prove that last week's win over Morehead was no fluke. 
With the aeria'1 attack of Bob Hamlin to his end J'im Cure, 
and the running of Dave Boston, Zeke Myers and Jim Brown, 
the Big Green should have the horses to go hard tomor-row and 
really give Nie loyal Mar9haH fans an exciting game. 
HAMLIN , 6TH IN PASSING 
MU's quarteliback Bob Hamlin dropped behind in the for-
ward passing department, but only for the Mid-American Con-
•ference games. Western Michigan's signal caUer, Roger Theder, 
has taken over the lead but he is still behind Hamlin in the 
overaH statistics. 
In all games Hamlin has completed 56 passes out of 113 
thrown for four touchdowns. This is good enough for sixth spot 
in this department in the nationwide ratings. Anyway we'll get 
a chance to see both quarterbacks as they QI>en their bag of tricks 
against each other tomorrow afternoon. 
The other half of the aerial attack, Jim Cure, is ranked third 
in the nation as he has pulled in 26 catches for 410 yiards and 
three TD'·s. 
Another Big Green player is leading in another department 
as halfback I.Jarry Coyer is tops in kickoff returns by gaining 
187 yards in s~en oarries for a 25.7 yards-;per-carr:y aveI'a.ge. 
FORMER MU GRIDDER 
Next time you're watching an American Football League 
game on television and the Denver Broncos are playing, take a 
long look at their big center. Hes Jim "Moose" Barton, former 
MarshaH gridder, and now center for the Broncos. 
"Moose" played end for the Big Green in '53., '54, and '55, 
and he received his Miasters Degree here last summer. He was 
called "Moose" -by his teammates because of his size which 
matched his number 14 shoe. 
NOTES AND QUOTES . .. 
It may be just a coincidence -but the passer ahead of Bob 
Hamlin, Oregon State's Terry Baker, will test his arm a.gainst 
the other university tomorrow afternoon . 
.rt wiH be good to see tackle Bill Bobbitt back out on the 
field tomorrow. Bill started the season at ri~t tackle in place 
of the injured Everett V.ance before he was taken to the hospital 
with an appendicitis attack. The doctors have given him a clean 
bill of hea1'th and he will be ready to go once again. 
We wish to extend a belated congratu~ations to Jabo Wil-
liams, MU gridder, as he became the proud father of an eight-
pound baby boy. The Willi-ams named him John Earl Williams 
Jr., but he is better known as J·ay to the folks around t!he neigh-
borhood. 
This seems to be the season for upsets as Ohio State, Georgia 
Tech, and UOLA have been victims of upsets so far. Probably the 
most nctable to MAC flans was the upset of Purdue's Boiler-
m·akers by Miami of Ohio. But this win must have exhausted 
the Redskins' power as they turned right around and dropped 
a 12-6 decision to Ohio University. This loss also pl-aced Miami 
in the ranks of the defeated. It just goes to show you that the 
MAC is a rough as well as unpredictable, conference, and any-
thing can happen. 
It's a well known fact that th~ Big Green Cluib needs a lot 
more support than it is getting and certainly the students at-
titude at the game wHl determine if an increase in the club will 
come about. After al.l what alumnus would donate money to sl.14)-
pol't a team that their own students will not even show en-
thusia91ll for? 
So let's all show the school spirit that we know we are cap-
able of having and show the alumni tha,t we are proud of our 
team. 
For those of you who wish to join the Big Green Club, con-
tact At'hletic Director Neal "Whitey" Wilson, Ray Cumberledge, 
or Mrs. Betty Atkins in the athletie department in the Men's 
Gym and they will fill you in on the details. Remember the fu-
ture of Mlarshall's athletics hinge on what the students and 
alumni put into it. SO SUPPORT '11HE BIG GREEN. 
Sports Events On WMUL-FM 
Radio Station WMUL-FM is 
broadcasting the Big Green sports 
events again this year. 
Last year the radio staff sent 
Jim Tracy, Huntington senior, and 
Glenn Wilson, Charleston sopho-
more, to cover the football game 
between Marshall and Ohio Uni-
versity and to tape an account of 
the game for practice. The staff 
and adviser, Dr. Stephen Buell, 
liked the trial tapes so much that 
they decided to have them tape 
some basketbail games and have 
the tapes played on the air. 
This season Tracy and Wilson 
have been to the Findlay and 
Toledo games at Fairfield Sta-
dium, but mechanical difficulties 
have been encountered. 
"They should be getting the dif-
ficulties straightened out and we 
will be broadcasting the sports 
events the rest of the year," Wil-
son said. 
Tracy does the play-by-play 
announcing, while Wilson injects 
the "color" into the broadcasts. 
Footballs will be flying tomor- Frank Baker, Toledo's top back, 
row afternoon when the top pas- the second highest ground gainer 
sers in the MAC meet at Fairfield · in the Mid-American Conference 
S t a d i u m for the Homecoming statistics this season '!lnd winner 
clash with the Broncos of Western of the rushing crown last' year, 
Michigan University. Underdog was held fo a mere 38-yards in 
Marshall will be out to upset the nine attempts in last Saturday's 
improving visiwrs from Kalama- game with the Broncos. · 
zoo, Mich., in what must shape up Snyder says that he expects t~ 
to be one of the best aerial bat- see a "top-notch passing game." 
ties of the season. Hamlin Cure "Western Michigan is · the . most 
Marshall owns the number one Marshall on the other hand is improved team in the conference;• 
MAC receiver in end Jimmy Cure showing s i g n s of improvement, the head mentor said. "They have 
and the number two passer in too. The sophomore-ladened Big a great defense and good block-
senior quarterback Bob Hamlin. Green notched victory number ing.'' 
The Broncos boast this week's top two last week with a solid 26-18 Only one change is antieipated 
passer, Roger Theder, as well as a win over Morehead State College. by Snyder in the Big Green start-
top defensive unit. . The other · MU win was a 40~22 ing eleven. That change would 
Western Michigan is coming rout of Findlay College in the place Jim Perry at left end in 
back strong after a slow start season's lid-lifter. Since the open- place of Jim Caldwell. OtheITWjse 
Wlhich saw them lose three out of er Charlie Snyder's troops have the Big Green starting lineup 
their first four games. The Bron- matured into a team capable of should look like this--Bob Ham-
cos opened the season romping surprising the opposition· with a !in at qU'arterback with Dave 
over Central Michigan, 28-0. variety of pass pattern s and Boston or Glenn Bell at fullback; 
Coach Merle Schlosser's squad offenses. Zeke Myers at right halil>ack 
then dropped a . 27-21 decision to Broncos' coach plans to throw with Jim Brown and Jack Ma-
Louisville, a team that beat the a balanced attack at MU to begin ·hone alternating at left halilback. 
Big Green 18-0. Miami tackled with, but feels he might have to On the line are Jim Cure at right 
the Broncos next and handed rely heavily on the arm of his end, Mike Hicks at .tackle; Clyde 
them a close 17-7 loss. Western ace passer, Theder. He feels that Pierce -at guard; and Roger Jet.-
Michigan hardly recovered from the Big Green has the "best pass- ferson at center. On the lef.t side 
that game before they ran into ing combination in the confer- of the line will be Bill Winter at 
another powerhouse, Bowling encee" in Hamlin and Cure, and guard, . Bob Maxwell at tackle, 
Green. The BeeGees, who he expects a "real good MAC and Perry at end. 
swamped MU, bad to struggle to. football game." Schlosser believes Defensively Snyder pl•ans sev-
pull out a 10-6 victory against that his team .is p·rimarily a de- eral changes. Larry Coyer, Jobo 
the rugged Broncos' defense. Last fensive ball club and MU grid Williams, Paul Terman, · and 
week Western Michigan found boss Snyder is the first to agree. Glenn Bell fill in the defensive 
the range and unloaded on the ''Tackle to tackle they are· the secondary whil~ Fred Anderson 
Toledo Rockets, 21-0 - a team best In the conference," Snyder substitut~s along the line. 
that topped the Big Green by al- noted. Be cites two big reasons The . :Western ,M.iehigan team 
most double that score earlier in for this: Tackles Marv Feenstra will fly into • Huntington this 
the season, 42-12. and Francis LaRoue who shape afternoon by charter pl'ane. 
Sophomores Battling 7 Lettermen 
For· Starting Nod On Cage Squad 
By LARRY MULLINS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Coach Jule Rivlin looks with 
optimism to the 1962-63 Big 
Green basketball squad which 
opens against arch rival Morris 
Harvey College on Dec. 1. 
''The coming season should 
prove to be an interesting one," 
Rivlin said. "We have a big time 
schedule this season. This fact 
gives Nie players a good objec-
tive and als,o should please the 
:fans.'' 
"We have a good crop of 
sophomores this season," he 
noted," and some- Oil them will be 
battling the older •boys for 
berths on the team." 




6-7; Phil Carter, 
6-6; B u t c h 
C 1 a r k, 5-11; 
Jody Sword, 
5-10; Dick Wildt, 
6-6; and. Willie 
Tueker, 6-6. 
The e i ·g h t 
members of last 
Sydenstrlcker year's freshman 
squad who are seekin_g berths: 
Forrest Newsome, 6-1; Walt 
Smittle, 6-3; Bruce Belcher, 6-6; 
Bill Francis, 6-1; Bill Tr~cy. 
6-0; F.d Peltz, 6-3; Larry Tinoher, 
6-2, and Joe Heinz, 6-2. 
"The loss of Bolb Burgess will 
hurt us on the boards, but we 
hope to combat this loss with 
speed," Rivli~ commented. "The 
boys are sm·aller this year, but a 
little fast~r." 
Rivlin also commented on the 
Mid-American Conference and 
bhe Big Green's chances. "The Carter said, "I think this year's 
MAC is · always good but I think ball club is a little better condi-
this year it is the best ever. If I tioned thus far. The club has a 
had to single out one top team lot of spirit and is -a dedicated 
Bowling Green would have to be one. If we keep working hard 
the choice. BG has seven of its and bhe spirit stays as it is, we'll 
eight returning, including their be tough for any team to cope 
Mutt and Jeff combination of with." 
Nate Thurmond and Howie Clark and Sword agree that the 
Komives. You can expect this loss of Burgess may be a blow, 
conference always to be tough. I but Clark commented that the 
think it's a little too early to "team is trying hard.'' Sword 
evaluate our chances, but the says that "everyone is up and the 
team thus far has the desire and competition is .the toughest that 
spirit to win," the coach stated. we have ever faced. lf the mora'le 
Most of. the players agree that stays· as it is at the moment, we 
the loss pf Burgess will affect the may have a good season." 
Big Green on the boards. "We Wildt, returning center, com-
will definitely miss Bob's re- mented on the togetherness of 
bounding strength, but we do the club. "I think if everyone 
have great team spirit bhis year plays together as they h'ave been, 
and more speed," Sydenstricker we'll have a sucoesisful season. 
said. The ·enthusiasm is tremendous.'' 
"It's a little early to tell how 
the team will jell, but we do have The Big Green will be trying 
the material ii it develops," Wil- · to improve its 10-1.S record of 
Iiams commented. last season. 
Wildt Carter Wllllams 
Clark Sword Tucker 
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Defenses Forced Marshall 
To Abandon Single Wing 
By SAM WOOLWINE 
Staff Reporter 
In 1950 the Big Green o.ffense 
underwent a complete overhaul, 
from the powerful single wing 
to the wide-open split-T, then in 
the testing stage. During 52 years 
the Bi-g Green had bunt a record 
of 196 victories, 139 losses, 28 ties 
and one disputed contest with 
the single wing. 
After enjoyinr sacb success 
under that type of offense, why 
chance? 
Present head c o a c h, Charlie 
Snyd er says, "we were forced out 
of it." Snyder. as a Green and 
White gridder u n d er the late 
Cam Hender3on, . played under 
the single wing formation. 
"The defenses just cawJht up 
with it," Snyd e r continued. 
"Basically all a linebacker has 
to do to defense the single wing 
is to key the blocking b a ok. 
When the single wing was pop-
ular, we faced either a six, seven 
or eight man line. 
"In this modern day of foot-
ball, our boys will sometimes 
f-ace as m a n y as 25 dittere,nt 
types af de!enses. Our offense 
has to be wide open," the men-
tor said as he thought back to 
the days when he, too, taught 
the single wing. 
"Of course, some of the block-
lnr we use today (he sinrled out 
the power sweeps) Is based on 
stnrl~ wtnr blockinr," he added. 
"B-ut we'll never use it here 
again. It's j-ust too easy to de-
fense against," he concluded. 
was fondly called by sports writ-. remember when the single wing 
ers and athletes alike, was the carried Marshall teams to un-
last of the single wing mentors de!eated rec or d ·s in 1901,1906, 
at Marshall. 1918 and 1937. They will also re-
Henderson, who retired in 1950 member the winning era of 1936 
and died May 3, 1956, served the through 1941 whe:n the grid ma-
longest of any Bir Green coach. chines r o 11 e d up a comb'ined 
His 12-year· stretch of directing total of 44 wins, only 12 losses 
Marshall pid machines and bis and two ties. 
15 years in the saddle as football 1n 1950 former G r e e n head 
coach top all other tenures. coach, Pete Pederson, started a 
During those 12 years of opera- new ·era---the split-T. Pederson 
tion, Henderson w a t ch e d his coached for three years. His ten-
•gridder-s roll up 68 victories, 46 ·ure produced only n ine wins, 19 
defeats and five ties. defeats and three ties. 
It was Henderson - coached In 1953, Herb Royer · was 
teams that set all~time- winning banded the reins. His record for 
record of nine games - first six years wasn't much better 
in 1,937 w h en the Green and than Pederson's. Royer-led teams 
White rolled to nine wins and a compiled a mark of 21 wins, 31 
tie on a ten game schedule and losses and two ties. 
captured the now obsolete Buck- Under . Roy e r , however, the 
eye Conference chlampionship. Green did enjoy its first winning 
Then in 1939, the team won season since 195-1 when Marshall 
nine of 11 ,games. Thirdly, the was 5-4-1. Royer's gridders had 
Green and White won nine of 11 a fine 6-3 season in 1957. 
games in 1947 before losing to A tough schedule, injuries to 
Catawba in the Tangerine Bowl players, and a lack of enough 
at Orlando, Fla. That was the personnel (it has often been 
only po~t - season contest ever stated that Snyder's first team 
played by a Marshall footiba.ll could stand up to any in the Mid-
team. Am er i c a n Conference) have 
Marshall and its powerful plagued Snyder since his tenure 
sing-le winr met such ,rid powers began in 1959. 
over the years as Army, Wash- Because of strict conference 
ington and Lee, Georre Wash- recruiting policies Snyder · bas 
ington, Kentucky, Wak~ Forest, been unable to obtain many 
Furman, Cincinnati, Georgetown, "blir.e chip" players. 
Penn State, Vanderbilt, William What is the split-T record over 
and Mary, Washington and Jef- its 12 years here? It's 35 wins, 72 
ferson and West Vlrrf.nla Uni- losses and seven ties. 
verslty. Marshall's record in a period 
Perhaps one of the Green's of 62 years is 231 wins, 211 losses, 
most thrilling homecoming vie- 35 ties and one disputed contest. 
tories came in 1949 under He,n- The record excludes last Satur-
derson and the single wing. The day's game with Morehead. 
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CHARLIE SNYDER PICTURED AT WORK 
. . . Took Over Big Green Grid Reins In 1959 
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS 
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE 
$5.00 one month 
$13.50 three months 
Rent applied to purchase 
SPURLOCK'S INC. 
1318 4th A VENUE 
There are many variations of 
o«enses t o d a y throughout the 
country, but the split.II' and the 
win,g-T are predominant. Snyder 
knows of only two major colleges 
that still use the single wing of. 
tfense. Only Tennessee and New 
,Mexico Highlands, w h i ch is 
coached by Don Gibson, still use 
the old formation to any degree. 
Gibson is a Marshall graduate 
who played under Henderson. 
Big G.reen defeated an Ohio Uni- _____________ :..-=:=========================· 
versity team, 14-6. OU had de-
feated WVU, 17-7. In that mo-
ment off glory, the Old Man was 
·hoisted to the shoulders of his 
team for the last time. Hender-
son retired before the next sea-
son and, along with him, went 
the single wing. 
The Old Ma n, as Hend~son Some of the older alumni will 
FREE FREE FREE 
WIN A PAIR OF SHOES! 
Up to $20.00 in Value. 
GUESS THE MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
FOOTBALL SCORE 
Here's Howl 
Just come in, fill in the score sheet by quarters 
and total score. In case of a tie the first person 
giving the correct score by quarters a"d total 
WINSI Be sure and fill in the date and time 
of day. 
MEN WOMEN BOYS ~IRLS may participate 
Watch our window each week 
For Name of Winner 
FOARD-HARWOOD 
915 FOURTH AVENUE 
A man with Alopecia Universalis* 
doesn't need this deodorant 
He could use a woman·s roll:on with impunity. Mennen Spray was 
made for the man who wants a deodorant he knows will get through 
to t he skin . . . where perspiration starts. 
Mennen Spray Deodorant does just that. It gets through to the 
skin. And it works. All day. More men use Mennen Spray than any 
other deodorant. Have you tried it yet? 64¢ and $1.00 plus tax 
• complete lack of body hair, including that of the scalp, legs, armpits, face, etc. 
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Grid Players' Equipment Vastly Improved 
By JERRY REED . 
Sparts Editor 
A groan was heard from the 
crowd as the two players col-
lided with such an impact that 
flhe sounds of their pads crack-
ing could be heard far up into 
the stands. As the whistle 
sounded both players scrambled 
to their feet and ran . back to 
their teams and readied th~m-
selves for another play. 
'I\venty years ago, or even 10 
years ago, the crowd would have 
watched as one or possibly both 
g,ridders were carried off the 
,field. With all the research ' vhat 
is being put into equipment today 
for protection, an injury is rare 
unless it is due to improper body 
. meoh1anics or poor conditioning 
on the player's part. 
A player is completely pro-
tected from head to foot so that 
an injury is almost impossible. A 
few years back, most of the pads 
- such as shoulder, hip, and arm 
pads - were made of a fibrous 
material. Today · this has been 
eliminated and a soft pliable ma-
terial has taken its place. 
The headgear is completely 
diifferent. There is a f.ace guard 
connected to the helmet to pro-
tect the teeth and nose. Also, the 
inside of flhe helmet has a type of 
padding that has a 12-way 
stretoh that enables flh·e helmet to 
take more shock and give the 
wearer le.ss bother. ·Mouthpieces 
are being put into use, but at 
Marsh!all the players, as a rule, 
don't use them. A chin strap 
previously had been· made of 
leather which hardened and in-
jured the player's chin. Today 
the strap is made of molded rub-
ber which prevents face lacera-
tions. 
During the past few yea,rs a 
controversy arose because of the 
neck injur ies received due to 
FOOTBALL - 190'7 
.. Not Much Protection 
poor protection in the black of the 
0
helmet. Now there is neck pad-
ding that protects the athlete and 
prevents him from getting cuts. 
The shoulder pads are newly 
designed so that they don't move 
around as much and are as com-
fort-able to the player as possible. 
The shoes have been improved 
with low OU'ts in demand by most 
players. The cleats are now made 
of plastk-and mud clea,ts, which 
are longer cleats to give better 
traction, have become obsolete 
because of injuries received from 
them. 
Hip pads have an extra four 
inches on them now to add to the 
players protection in this area, 
and they are made to increase his 
speed as well as safeguard the 
player. 
According to Coach Ed Prelaz, 
the trainer .for the Big Green, all 
the equi,pment is being built to-
day to streamline the ballplayer 
and to capitalize on his speed 
wilthout cutting down on safety. 
"T h e researchers haven't 
reached the maximum safety 
limit as yet, but I feel there has 
· been an aipproximate improve-
ment Off 80 per cent and it is get-
tin•g better all the. time," Coach 
Prelaz said. 
There are even injury pads so 
that if the player has a bruise on 
bis arm or le&', the pad · covers it 
:, {~.:~----· ...... -·-.. ~· ... ,-.- ·~ ---- - ·- \ 
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. ,• as the neutrals 
take ov·er 
.. the campus 
Marshall Homecoming Game 
tomorrow afternoon 
Fairfield Stadium. 
and absorbs the shock. Elbow 
pads and forearm pads have been 
installed as new equipment to 
protect th athlete from cuts and 
bruises as he comes in contact 
with an opponents bead,-ear. 
Now, even hand pads are belnr 
use4 to prevent the fracturin,- of 
bones in the hand when .contact 
ls established. 
But if a player does receive .an 
inj,ury, he would be taken to the 
therapetic room in the basement 
of the Health and Physical F..du- · 
catfon Building where Coach 
Prelez has various methods . to 
aid him. Such equipment as 
whirlpool bath s, ultrasonic 
muscle stimulators, and eteun 
packs are put to use and the in-
jured play~ is usually rnd3' for 
the nexlt game. 
(Author of "I Was a Teen,,age Dwarf', "TM Many 
Loves of Dobie 'Gillis", etc.) 
HIGH TEST,. LOW TEST, NO TEST 
Just the other night I was saying to the little woman,· "Do you 
think the importance of tests in• American colleges is. being 
overemphasized?'' (The little woman, incidentally, is not, as 
you might think, my wife. My wife is far from a little woman. 
She is, in fact, almost seven feet high and heavily n;iuscled. 
She is a full-blooded Chirichua Apache arid holds the worl'1's 
hammer-throw record. The little woman I referred to is some-
one we found crouching under the sofa when we. moved int.o 
our apartment several years . .a.go, and there she has r,emained 
ever since. She never speaks, except to make a kind of guttural 
clicking sound: when she is hungry. Actually, she is not too 
much furi to have around, but with my wife away at track meets 
most of the time, at least it gives me somebody to talk to.) 
But I digress. "Do you think the importance of test.s in· 
American colleges is being overemphasized?" I said the·other 
night to the little woman, and then· i said, "Yes, Max; I do 
think the importance of tests in American colleges is being 
overemphasized." (As I have explained, the little WOII18.!l does 
not.speak, so when we have conversations, Iam:forced to do 
both parts.) 
~ •. . '}I'.•'· . . 
~tiQ~ -. ' . . . ·· ·~ l:-_."· .. 
-Aclaa!!; ~;~;~'i/t{~ 11tathfa;fp 'bYtJtlJd!ld~, 
I .I • 
To get back to tests-sure, they're important, but let's not 
allow them to get too important. There are, after all, many 
qualities and talents that simply can't be measured by quizzes. 
Is it right to penalize a gifted student whose gifts don't happen 
to be of the academic variety? Like, for instance, Gregor 
Sigafoos? . 
Gregor, a freshman at the New Hampshire College of Tanning 
and Belles Lettres, has never passed a single test; yet all who 
know him agree that he is studded with talent like a ham with 
cloves. He can, for example, sleep standing up. He can do a 
perfect imitation of a scarlet tanager. (I don't mean just do 
the bird calls; I mean he can fly South in the winter.) He can 
pick up B-B's with his toes. He can say "Toy boat"~hree times 
fast. He can build a rude telephone out of two empty Marlboro 
packs and 100 yards ,ofbutcher's twine. (Of all his impfllSBive 
accomplishments, this. last is the one Gregor likes to do best 
-not building the tel~phone, • but emptying the Marlboro 
packs. Gregor doesn't just . dump the Marlboros-out of the 
pack. He smokes them one at a · time-aettling back, getting 
comfortable, savoring each tasty puff. As Gregor often says 
•with a winsome smile, "By George, the makers of Marlboro 
took their time finding this fine flavor, this great filter, and by 
George, I'm going to take my time enjoying 'em!") 
Well, sir, there you. ha,ve Gregor Sigafoos-artist, humanist, 
philosopher, Marlboro smoker, and freshman since 1939. Will 
the world-so desperateiy in need of talent-ever benefit from 
Gregor's ·great. gifts? Alas, no. He is in college to stay. 
But even more tragic for mankind is the case of Anna Li.via 
Plurabelle. Anna Liv;ia, a classmate of Gregor's, had no talent, 
no gifts, no brains, no personality. All she had was a knack for 
taking tests. She would . cram like crazy before a test, always 
get a perfect score, and then promptly forget everything she had 
learned. Naturally, she graduated with highest horiors and 
· degrees by the dozen, but the sad fact is that she left college 
no more educated, no more prepared to cope with the world, 
than when she entered. Today, a broken wo~n, she crouches 
under my sofa. · c, 11162 Maz llhaimaa 
And_spe~un1111 of tests, .Wt! makers of Marlboro pui·uur 
ci11.arette through an impre,sive number ''before·. we •'1d 
it to the. market. But ultimatel,,, there ill onlN ·one t111t 
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New Student Union In 'Dream' Stage 
I, 
By GARY KEARNS 
News Editor 
Marshall University wants a 
new Student Union muoh like a 
child would want the No. 1 i.tem 
on his list to Santa. 
The University's dream of a 
new union resembles greatly a 
youngster's "visions of sugar 
p1wns." 
Marshall's present union is ob-
solete, outdated and has served 
its pw,pose, according to W. Don 
Morris, manager of the Shawkey 
Student Union. 
The present union, named in 
honor of Dr. Morris P. Shawkey, 
was built in 1~. An addition to 
the building in 1955 more than 
doubled its original facilities, but 
even at that, according to Mr. 
Morris, the union has had its day. 
"American colleges and uni-
versities are recognizing the need 
for newer, larger student unions," 
says Mr. Morris. "And," he con-
tinued, "the trend now is to call 
them 'stud en t centers,' not 
unions." 
·Mr. Morris has visited numer-
ous student centers, or unions, 
across the 1country - from the 
University of Utah to the Univer-
sity of Miami, Fla. Mr. Morris 
said that of all schools in the 
Mid-American Conference, Bowl-
ing Green and Miami Universi-
ties in Ohio, have the finest stu-
dent unions. 
Marshall's plans for a new stu-
dent union are hardly pl!8ns at 
all, or at least, hardly definite 
plans. 
''All we have now," Mr. Morris 
said, " are hopes. After all, it will 
be at least a year and a lialf be-
fore the present union's bonds 
will be .paid o1!f." 
For instance, the exact physi- · 
cal structure ol. the building is 
undecided, and its location on · 
campus is indefinite. 
The final decision on the build-
ing's location is to come from 
President Stewart H. Smith. 
However, it is known that the 
new union will be as near to the · 
center of the campus as possible. 
Even though there are numer-
ous problems concerning the new 
union, some general information 
is avail-able. 
,The building will be designed 
so bhat as little space as possible 
will be wasted, both inside and 
outside, and there will be no out-
side appendages to the building, 
such as tennis courts. However, 
ample parking s p a c e will be 
a,vaiLa'ble surrounding the build-
ing. 
.. 
' .. , 
The buildin.g will most likely 
be rectangular in s h a p e, and 
have probably at 1 east four 
s t o r i es, including the sub, or 
ground fl'oor. 
THE PARTHENON asked an artist to put a pencil, pen and imagination to work to come up with 
a design for a new Student Union. The results are shown above. 
· If the b u i 1 d i n g is placed 
reasonably out in the 01Pen, it 
will have a sprawling effect; if 
it is placed in a crowded neigh-
borhood, it will be built upward 
instead of outward. 
The o u t s i d e surface of the 
building will probably be of. na-
tural brick. The interior will 
house a s n a c k bar; meeting 
rooms; a lounge, whioh could be 
converted in t o a ballroom; a 
movie theater equipped with a 
stage and a hi-fi recording sys-
tem with a student assistant on 
hand to operate it. 
ing alleys also will be available. 
The Student Government and 
Chief Justice offices are to be 
located in the new union, which 
will also have a faculty loUJllge, 
a cateteria, guest rooms, locker 
rooms, crai,t rooms, a stol"age 
area, and a poster-pringting de-
partment. 
The book store, alumni office, 
the infonna-tion bureau and the 
post office will be moved from 
th e i r present location in Old 
Main to the new union. 
And, of course, student elec-
tions will still be held in the 
The building will also have a union. 
recreation area where students All these things right now are 
will be able to play shuffleboard,· just thoughts, Mr. Morris added 
billiards and ta!ple tennis. Bowl- - just visions. 
CAP'S BACK • 
PH ,OTOGRAPHY INC·. 
1416 FOURTH A VENUE 
ANNOUNCES SPECIAL STIJDENT DISCOUNTS 
Film and Amateur Photo F.quipment 
Fraternity and Sorority Dances 
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FROM OUT OF THE BLUE, TO THE BASEMENT - 321 SHOP 
"TRADITIONAL IT IS • • • AND TRADITIONAL IT SHALL REMAIN" 





Marshall University's illustrious past can be traced 
back more than 125 years to a log cabin. Since that time 
countless students and teachers have made Marshall a 
great and honored institution. 
18'60 
In this special 1962 Homecoming supplement, the 
past, present and future of Marshall are recorded or 
prophesied. MU's past is on pages 2-5; the present, pages 
6-9, and a look at the future, pages 10-11. 
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MU Traces Growth From Log Cabin 
-Without the past there could be to feel the need cxf good schools business portion of the young "that students attending school in 
no present or future. Just as to train its teachers. On Febru- city of Huntington, in the center a city like Huntington, are in 
everything has a beginning, so ary 2.7, 1867, the ''West Virginia . of a beautifully elevated plot mo:.·.: danger of being led off the 
Mount Hebron Church was the ·State Normal School" was estab- containing about 15 acres, almost paths of right cond·uct than in 
start oif what is now MarshaU lished · at · Marshall College, and surrounded by primitive forest . smaller places." 
gram, which featured well-
known pianists and violinists. 
The Marshall campus has ac-
quired many new buildings in 
the last 40 years, and now 
proudly bears the name of "Mar-
shall University". But the story 
of the small log s·chool that be- . 
came a university is not a cin-
derella tale. It is the story of 
people who believed in the future 
of Ma,rshall. It is tohe story of an 
institution that grew as it grew 
in usefulness to its people. 
University. the property re-conveyed to the trees ... " Meanwhile, ~he college was 
In the fall of 1837, Guyand'otte state. In the same year, 12 acres, Students traveled to school by busy adding to its facilities. By 
area people waited to see adjacenit to the original acre and train and steamboat. A landing 1905 the main building consisted 
whether the General Assembly a quarter, were purchased. was located near the college, on of a series of four adjoining sec-
would create MarshaH A:cademy In 1875-7u, the following de- the site of what is now the tions with a continuous ha'llway. 
out of the log school that had scription O'f Marshall appeared in Weiler Ste.el Company. In 1907, the last addition to Old 
been Mount Hebron Ohurch. Ir. the colle,ge catalogue: In 1895-96 the catalogue printed Main was completed._ It is now 
March, 1838, the Assembly .cxf- "The school buildings are situ- a reassuring statement to the par- the front entrance. It was dedi-
ficially incorporated Marshall ated about one mile from the ents of the students who feared cated Jan. 8, 1bo7, at a gala pro-
Academy in Ca,bell ~ounty. The 
student oi that day was probably 
just as ha,ppy with . this new 
status as students of today were 
when their school be.came a µni-
versity. 
And if the students cxf yester-
year had any worries it was 
probably when the promised new 
brick building would be con-
structed. It was Marshal<l's first 
building - two stories high, 22 
feet widp and 50 feet lonJ, wbich 
was completed by February, 1-839. 
By this time the academy owned 
one and one fourth acres of land, 
. which had been purchased from 
James Holderby and his wife 
Lucy for $40. 
During the school years from 
1840-1843, there were two school 
sessions a year - a six month 
winter session and · a four-month 
summer session. The academy 
consisted of two departments -
a primary school and a classics 
department. 
During this ' time Marshall had 
been involved in f in an c i al 
strwggles. In 1839-1840 state 
funds · were not as much as 
promised and trustees were 
forced to make up the deficit 
from private funds. They had 
made tuition and boarding fees 
low, with the· idea of giving the 
general · public opportunity for 
· education. 
State appropriations to the 
academy ·began to decline, finally 
dropped to $28.95 in 1842-43. 
I 
In 1850, the trustees offered 
control of the academy to the 
Western Virginia Conference of 
the Methodist Virginia Episcop·al 
Ch~, and the church accepted. 
About 1856, a new building was 
added at the west end of the old 
building. (Both buildings are 
now gone.) The first floor was 
used as a chapel and the second, 
for classrooms. The cost of the 
building incurred more debts, 
and finally, to help relieve debts, 
the church started the Marshall 
Academy Joint Stock Company, 
composei, of 30 members. 
Each mem'ber took one share 
and pledged to pay $50 for it. The 
total subscription wa·s $1,500. 
The Methodist Episcoipal Con-
ference also decided that its 
ministers should take up a col-
lection for the academy at every 
church. 
Some time after 1857, "college 
status" was requested , of the 
legislature. On March 4, 1858, 
the General Assembly of Vir,ginia 
passed an act which established 
Marshall College. 
With the coming of the Civil 
War, Marshall temponarily ceasP.-d 
to exist as a college. During part 
of the war, it was used as a Fed-
eral hospital. 
At this time, the college had to 
be sold at public auction because 
of its debts. The buyer was Mrs. 
Salina Mason, in behalf of her 
father, J. W. Hite. The family 
subsequently occupied the build-
higs. 
When the Civil War ended, t he 
new state of West Virginia began 
Attention, all ·witty, urbane college students: 
et C 
•25 or would you like to try for •so1· 
ENTER LUCKY STRIKES' ZANY NEW 
"Crazy Quastians",.Co.nt.,1.1t., 
50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE'S HOW: 
First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with 
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you've done a 
"Crazy Question." lt:s the easy new way for students·to 
make 'loot. Study the examples below, the·n do your own. 
Send them, with your name, address, college ·and class, ' 
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F,. Mt. Vernon 1.0, N. Y. Winning 
entries will be awarded $25:0o. Winning entries sµb-
mitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a 
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now! 
RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will Judge entries on the basis of 
humor (up to ½). clarity and freshness (up to ½) and appropriateness (up 
to ½), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded 
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and 
must be submitted in the entrant•s own name. There will be 50 awards 
every month, October through April. Entries received durin& each month 
will be considered for that month's awards. Any entry received after April 
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American 
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except em• 
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and 
Reuben H'. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be 
notified by m~il. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations. 
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THE ANSWER: THE ANSWER: THE ANSWER: 
TWAIN Ja1nes Joyce 
,sJana1 aA!J SU!AB4 pue f 4l!M 
Across the :ti ver 
· and into the trees 
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The answer is: 
et UC 
Iha taste ID start ·with •.. the taste ID stay With 
eA. T. Co. 
The question is: WHAT IS THE SLOGAN OF THE FAVORITE REGULAR CIGA-
RETTE OF TODAY'S COLLEGE STUDENTS? If you missed that one, go to the 
rear of the class. Everyone should know that fine-tobacco taste is the best ,,_ ______ ,
reason to start with Luckies, and that taste is the big reason Lucky smokers 
stay Lucky smokers. Prove it to yourself. Get Luc~y today. 
I'rodud of k ~ J"~-"J"~ is our middle name" 
\ 
,. 
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Past Social Life Reviewed 
Smoking Was Once Cause For Dismissal 
B1 BETTE BURNETTE 
Staff Reporter 
Are dormitory and rooming 
regulations too strick? Fifty or 
60 years ·ago, MaNhall coeds 
could not 1 e a v e the campus 
without permits and they had 
to have a chaperone when they 
did. 
In 1&99 room and board wns 
$10 a w eek, this included a 
room and the use of the parlor 
for enter~aining friends. In t-ha-t 
year a new addi-tion was added 
to University Hall to accom-
modate 50 additional women 
students. This connected to Old 
Main so that the women would 
not be exposed to bad weather 
w h i l e going to and from 
o 1 a s s es. The rooms were 
equipped with new gas lights 
and had all the conveniences 
of home. 
The women students were 
allowed to entertain rentleman 
friends on Frida1 evenlnp 
from 8 to 10 p.m., provldlnr 
they bad a written permit from 
their parent., sent to the dean 
of women. 
Those students who were 
caurbt uslnr tobacco on campus 
were subject to dismi!ISAI from 
school. 
School expenses included: 
room and board for 40 weeks, 
fl20; tuition, $18 a semester: 
waooing, 25 cents a week; and 
books and stationery around 
$20. 
In 1911 admission was to go 
to "only those child-ren of good 
name - clean of person and 
ha:bit and free from vicious, 
criminal or obscene practice." 
Students 1iving in the dor-
mitory had lo furn i s h bed 
'83 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT SEDAN 
'63 CHEVROLET IMPALA SPORT COUPE 
'13 CHEVY II NOVA 400 SPORT COUPE 
'83 CHEVY ll NOVA 400 STATION WAGON 
· NEW CORVETTE STING RAY SPORT COUPE 
linen, napkins, k n i f. e, fork 
spoon, .glasses, and a small pit-
cher for water. 
In 1924 the campus was sbap-
lnr up to what It ls now. So-
rlties were orpnised. These 
were Slrma Sipna Sl,ma, 
Delta Slrma Epsilon, and Pl 
Kappa S i r m a. Fraternities 
were Epsilon Delta, Sirma Psi 
. and Zeta Phi. 
Students living in off campus 
rooming houses were required 
to have college permission be-
fore leaving s c h o o 1 for the 
weekend. Women wishing to 
a-ttend social functions had to 
have a written permission sent 
to the dean of women by a par-
ent or guardian. However, if 
the dean did not think it was 
a good idea, permission was 
denied. 
In 1934-35 regulations were 
not as strict. All non-resident 
freshmen w o m e n were re-
quired to live in University 
Hell or Champ Clark cottage 
on Third Aivenue. Everett HeLl 
was for upperclassmen. Women 
were required to fw:nish their 
own hot w a t e r bottle, soap 
dish, spoon, two glasses, a pit-
cher for drinking water and a 
napkin ring. 
Room and board. was $20 a 
semester for women's dormi-
tories and $7.50 a week I.or the 
men. 
Prof. Lucy E. Prichard, for 
whom Prichard H a 11 · was 
named, then beaded the stu-
dent employment service. 
In 1945 Hod&'es · Hall was the 
new women's dormitor1 and 
University Hall was for men. 
Students were required to fur-
nish small nap, dresser scarves 
'63 CHEVROLET BEL AIR STATION WAGON 
and bed spreada. 'l'llltlOD WU 
at an all-time blcb ol SS,M a 
semester and boob ceat aboat 
SZO a 9elllester. 
troday the life is easier in · 
some wayll and a lot more hec-
tic in others. .Dormitories are 
subject to .Dormitory Council 
rulings, but men are permitted 
to visi-t women any evening ol 
the week. 
Those seeking late permis-
·lfion or wishing to leave town 
for the weekend mutt file for 
permission with the ho u • e-
mo.ther before 6 :30 .p. m. of the 
evening they wis-h to leave. 
-.Dormitory students are re-
quired to f.urnish their own 
bed linen and extras for the 
toom. Guests may be hou.ed 
on the .weekends with pennia-
sion of. the housemother and 
payment of a small f.ee. 
NOW ... GO CHEVROLET 
FOR ONE-STOP SHOPPING IN '63 
ITS EXCITING I-
This is about the best thing that's happened to buying cars since 
Chevrolet started building them-four entirely different kinds of 
can to choose from at your Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping 
Center. If you're a luxury-lover, you'll probably want to go no further 
than those 13 plush new Jet-smooth '63 Chevrolets. Want to give your 
budget an even bigger break? Step over and see what's new with those 
10 nifty models of the '63 Chevy n. Or maybe you've been eyeing 
sports-car caps, in which case have a go at a sporty new '63 Corvair 
(8 of them, including three snazzy bucket-seat Monzas and those big 
Greenbrier Sports Wagons). There's even something for the all-out 
sports-car set-the daring Corvette Sting Ray. -Picking a new car has 
never been easier. (Unless you'd like to own them all!) 
'13 CORVAIR MONZA CONVERTIBLE 
Ifs Chevy ·showtime '83 I-See four entirely different kinds of cars at your Chevrolet Dealer's Showroom 
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'Floats Ma'y Have Made Debut In 1928 
By SANDY O'SHEA . ' 
r Feature Editor 
Long hours spent delving into the dusty archives of past Par-
thenons and Mlarsball yeamooks was only part of the task involved 
in writing a story of <me of Marshall's oldest and most colorful 
Homecoming traditions - the building of floats. Library archives, 
memories of faculty members, active fraternity men, and old grads 
were questioned to · tum up a wealth of · information about this 
classic homecoming activity. 
Pinpointing when the first floats made their appearance ii 
difficult becaine so many written accounts have been destroyed 
and -most alumni interviewed cannot remember the· exact year. 
Mi's. K . . C. Boggs, an active . -------------
alumnus still residing in Hunting- temities and sororities posed 
ton, does not believe there were amp them. 
floats in 1S26. She recalls home- C. «Pete" Wilson, who pliayed 
coming then as being celebrated football for Marshall during this 
in the form of a "Dad's Day" period, says he c a n n o t recall 
event with special recognition floats because he was. always 
being given football alwnni. This getting ready for the big game 
was probably due to the fact that and the team was inside at half-
most fraternities and sororities time. He does recall that the dee-
made their appearances on Mal'- orations of the fraternity and 
shall's campw between 1920 and sorority howes were ver,y lavish. 
1923. At that time many of them Card Section In 1933 
did not have their own houses. Another one of the traditions 
Kappa Alpha fraternity and Sig- of homecoming at Marshall is 
ma Sigma Sigma sorority were the card section, which made its 
the first Greek organizations on first appearance in 1933. 
campus. For many years it was the cus-
Homecoming made its ofificial tom for the sororities and fra-
appearance at Marshall in 1925 ternities · to •build both .floats · and 
when the Bi,g Green football howe decorations, which m us t 
tea m met the University of have made for frayed nerves, 
Lo u i s v i 11 e, Nov. 26, Thanks- confusion, and t i red members. 
1941 Ho• e<o• iq flNt 
THREE MARSlµLL COEDS decorate tbla float from the 19'1 Manball Bomecomlq parade. 
Sororit1 and fraternit1 memben ddiDJ on the floats were common in the parade of the early f0'1. 
"No snow for Scranton today" Is the theme for this float. 
giving Day. Writ t en accounts Today the sororities do the house .fraternity w inning the float float activtties were resumed in many female hours as well, be-
state that a special attraction was decorations and the fraternities trophy has had the hon o r of 1959. cause girl friends and other in-
the "appearance of the Hunting- do the floats. building the queen's float the fol- Alamnl Recalls Incidents terested females o!ten pitch in to 
ton Boy Scout Band." Records In 1938 no tloat prizes we-re lowing year. The queen's float Alumni rec a 11 many amusing help. Stuffing parties are quite 
also show • that in 1926 the stu- awarded because of the "Student is not in competition. incidents which occurred during common on campus. 
dents, clad in pajamas, had a Council's ·admitted lack of fore- Tau Kappa Epsilon won the the building of floats: · BulldiDJ ,Procedure Cited 
snake dance through town. sight in appointing judges." 1936 ~oat trophy in 1957 with the Don Baker, managing directw According to Kelly Smith, South 
'1nt Floats In 1928? was also the year of the bi,g bliz- theme: "Marco Drives for Score." of the Chambs,r of Commerce, Char.leston· senior and member al 
ff.arry Wolfe, class of 1930, zard, and -Miss Berryman re- The top of the float was a huge recalls that the big Homecoming Tau Kappa Epsilon, there are 
former student body prHident members that everyone stayed football . field, on which Marco, dance was always held the ni,ght certain basic &teps which are 
and member of Phi Tau Alpha glued to their radios awaiting seated in a little car drove down before the homecoming game. taken to build a float. First a 
fraternity (now SAE), and cur- news as to whether or not the the field toward the goal. Tau Consequently, it was an ordinary frame must be built and attached 
rent Alumni President, was very game could be played. Old m'an Kappa Epsilon also won the sight for him and his f11atemity ro the trailor, frame or whatever 
helpful. Mr. W o l f e is almost snow won out, however, and it competition a,gain in 1959 with brothers to be seen chasing their support is chosen for the float. 
positive that M•rshall had floats was :1ecessary to call off the the Sig Eps winning in 1960 and fioat along 16th · Street, addin,g Fixed properties, such as paper 
in 1928. Organizations during his game. the Pikes again in 19&1. The Teke the final . touches before it mac he characters are then 
years in sch o o l were not re- In 1940 sororities and fratemi- queen's fl'oat in 1960 was very reached the stadiwn. created and attached to the frame 
strioted as to cost, size, or limita- ties were limited to a cost of not lavish, and contained a fountain One group of fraternity men along with the stuffed chicken 
tions of a.ny kind in building more than $10. Tod a y most with running water. in the early 30's reported con- W'i-re; If letters are used, they 
fklla.ts. 'In fact, it is his opinion floats cost a great deal more. HomecomiDJ Is Buried cocting home brew a~ their float must be out out · and placed ''\ 
that they probably 91>ent more World War Halts Floats In 1-958 float activity at Mar- site. In the midst of ·construction their designated positions before 
money on their floats than cur- With the advent of the war shall came to a teJJl,porary stand:. the brew blew sky high creating the final touches are put on. 
rently is spent. He recalls one came decreased enrollment, lack still with the exception al the a mass . that only in retrospect One of the biggest problems 
iloat designed in the shape of a of manpower and materials, and queen's ~oat and one built by can be laughed at! enc0Ua11tered is gevting the fin• 
huge football field, with a giant hardships for all. No floats were the ·Veteran's Club. That was Dr. Gresham Toole, professor ished float out of the garage in 
football player kicking a goal. built during this period, and it the year th-at I•F1C ruled that fra- of history, recalls that floats al- which it was built. 
A _ football was suspended_ in was n'Ot un'til 194e when float ternities would not participate in most cawed a family crisis be- Smith and his fraternity bro-
space. building again became part of float activities "because of the cawe his daughter insisted on ther, Bill Payne, West Hamlin 
Charles Peoples, another alum- Homecomiing activi'ties. expense and •amount of time in~ riding atop her sorority's float senior, reca41s that · when they 
ni, recalls that his fraternity, Si ,gm a Phi :F4,silon won the volved in building the floats." clad in a iformal during a heavy built the queen's flo:at in 1960 
Alpha Theta Chi, now Sigma Phi float competition in. 1952. Their They were directed to bui Id snow. they absolutely could not get 
Epsilon, won a prize for their float was built in the shape of house deC'Orations inst~d. From Hatfield "Zip" Br:u,beck prob- the .float out of the garage due 
float in 1929. They built the back an old river steamboat. The an article by John Killoran in ably holds the record for lonigest to its height. "About an hour be-
end of a huge passenger train on colors of the boat were white, the Oot. 29 issue of The Parthe- number of continuous hours lore the parade", says ~e, 
the float. This float stays in his blaok 'and r~ with streamers of non comes this account of the· spent working on a float. Bru- "we 'had to disassemble the whole 
memory because he had the job gaily colored fllags flying over "burial of homecoming": beck recalls that in 1929 he, and top portion of the tloat and re-
of transporting 11ailway ties from the deck. Smoke poured out of "On Thursday, Oct. 23; on a some of his fraternity brothers, build it on the way to the sta-
the rail yards to the place where the. smokestacks and a large pad- rainy morning suggestive of spent 7·2 consecutive hours pre- dium." 
they were building the float. dle wheel turned constantly. The graveside rites, Homecoming was paring their float. This com- Pikes Had ·Gara1e Problem 
Miss Louise M<:1Donough, pro- erace Plays the Blues for Kent buried in style by members of pares with an ave·rage of 24 hours l>i KaKppa Alpha also recalls 
iessor ol education at Marshall, Last Excursion." fraternities supported by se:veral spent by fraternity men today. runnin1g into this difficulty. In 
also recalls having Uoats in 1929. Float competition was domi- sororities. The funeral procession Floats Now Standardised 1962 "'11weety" The1r0., Oh81"leston 
1930 Record Noted nated in the early fifties by Pi began shortly after 11 a. m. ·in Float building has become a senior, · reported that they had 
The first printed record of Kappa Alphia 'fraternity, which front of the Sigma Phi Epsilon more or less stand~dized pro- only six inches clearance on 
floats being a part of Home- won first place consecutively .fmternity howe, proceeded down cedure today, but fraternity either side of the garage doon. 
coming was found in the 1930 from 1953 through 1957. By this Elm Street to the front of the membe.rs s ti 11 encounter prob- "It was two hours and a h'alf be-
Parthenon, which states, "fM . the time f Io at s had become very Student Union. Pallbearers car- lems each step of the way. fore that float saw the light of 
first time, a silver loving cup elaborate. . ried a dummy signifying Home- The~e is a constant search for day," says Their!. 
waa awaroed to t.he organi~ation Marco Appeared in 1954 coming while mourners chanted hew ideas and probably one of . In 1955, the Pikes fooled pa-
having the best f I o a t in the Marco, the Marshall buffalo, a dirge worded to heckle LFC, the biggest problems encountered rade spectators in maneuvering 
homecoming parade". made its first appearance on a whose action forbade the build- is deciding on a theme. Af-ter the under the Eighth Street via-
During the early years judging float in 1954, and it was an im- ing of floa-t!' by the members of •theme has ~een decided upon, duct. The float, obviously too 
of. the floats took place du,ing pressive debut. The Pilkes built Greek fraternities ... " plans must be drawn up and sub- high to make it under the via-
the Homecoming parade. In 193'1, the float usinig the theme. Herd- rrhe service was led by Cb'arles .mitted for · approval Next, they duct without crumbling the top, 
instead of abandoning the floats erance Plays the Blues for. Kent Cummings, Huntington j_ u n i or must find a construction site, had spectators laughing u n 't i 1 
at the end of the parade route State." On the float, Marco was and a member of Sigma Phi -- as well as a frame and founda- they discovered that bolts bad 
as had been done previously, it seated at a grand piano, com- silon, who eulogized the death tion for the float. been installed on the float which 
was decided to take them on to tplete with the symbolic candel- of the parade. ~Pallbe>are.rs and Materials, such as lumber, n'ap- fOllded the top into the frame and 
the stadium, drive them around abra. Marco's hands moved on ,bystanders mixed tears with, kins, chicken wire, paint, and back up again after the trip un-
the track, and park them at the the keys while Liberace's theme cliu.ckles as cameramen from lo- other materials mwt next be ob- der the waduct had been com-
aouth end of the playing field. song was pl'ayed by recording. cal newspapers a n d television tained. Fraternities use as many pleted. 
We follow this cusfum today. Marco's huge head turned to- stations recorded the event. L:aid as six cases of napkins and over . rt'here ~ no doubt but tha't big 
ACCOl"ding to John Say re, ward the crowd and his eye to ~est beneath ~e lawn of. th~ 250 feet of chicken wire; Stuffing beautiful flaats add much color 
alumni director, the fl(llats before winked, which added a touch ot Union, Homecoming cai;i .be seen_ the.-chicken wire with paper nap- to homecoming, and despite the 
the war were not nearly as elab- reialism. ' marked by the recently erected' ·. · . lorig hours involved in bulldin1 
ome as they are now. Many of ;In 1957 Pi Kappa Alpha was tombstone readin,g: "Here . Lies kins often be~ns before , 0ther them, both activities and alumni 
the earlier floats ~re pageant chosen to build the first queen's Homecoming 1925-1958. Floated construction. Stuffing not only recall their float building daya 
a.flairs with the members of fra- float, and since ,that time the Til It Drowned." Needless to s,ay consumes many man hours but with pride and affection. 
t ) ~~ . • < \ ' • 
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Floats, An Old And Colorful Tradition 
I 
MARCO THE BUFFALO made bis first appearance as Marshall's official mascot 
on this trophy-winning . float by Pl Kappa Alpha fraternity in 1954. Just a touch 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT Gary Adams, right, and another student mourn 
the "death" of Homecoming floats after an IFC ruling to end fraternity partici-
pation in ' 1958. Laid to rest in front of the Student Union, homecoming's head-
stone was marked with this epitaph, "Here lies Homecoming, as it floated lt 
sank! 1925-1958." 
LAMBI CHI ALPHA fraternity entered the theme of "Catch Em With Their 
Pants Down" in 1950. Marshall opposed John Carroll University 1n the home-
coming game. The Lambda Chi's seem to have students John and Carroll well 
in hand. 
MARCO ASSUMES THE Elvis Presley role as' he helps Tau Kappa Epsilon frater-
nity keep abreast of the singing trend of the tidies in their 1956 Bomecomin&' ftoat 
theme, ' 'Muco says Kent ain't notbin' but a hound dor." 
TIDS 1955 Pl KAPPA ALPHA winner made a "big" hit with the theme "Noab 
took them two by two, Marco takes the whole Falcon crew." The fioat was eom-
plete with bolts which folded the top under the frame for easy maneuvenbWtT 






Of Recent Times 
By SAM WOOLWINE 
Staff Reporter 
"We Are Now MARSHALL U." 
This was the headline The Parthenon carried on March 3, 
lMl - a joyous occasion tha t wm be relived thousands of times 
in the lives of students, instructors and alumni. 
It took only the hand of West Virginia Gov. W. W. Barron to 
make the issue officia l and to set of.! pandemonium on the 
campus. 
On that hectic d ay occurred the wildest ce1.ebration ever 
staged on the oampus. There was dancing in the streets, back-
slapping, songs and cheers. 
University status will rank at the top of the achivement lad-
der in the institution's J35-year history. 
In the past decade or so, Marshall has grown tremendously 
- not only structurally, but in stature as well. 
Someone coming to the campus who had been away for 
some time would hardly recognize it. Since 1950, four buildings 
have been buHt-the Health and Physical Building, Lucy Prich-
ard all, the Campus Christian Center ond the new residence hall 
for men. 
Besides the new structure, a Kroger store was acquired 
in 1960 and will house the Depar tment of Engineering; a second 
campus wias added last year on Route 60, called University 
Heights and consisting of 185 acres three miles east of bhe main 
campus. Mairshall, as a member of the Mid-American Conference, 
also h'as been elevated to major status in football. And a new 
radio station, WMUL, has been created. 
The Health and Physical Education Building was completed 
in J961 at a cost of $1,900,900. It houses the Athletic Department, 
Department of Physical Education for men, ~ilitary Science 
Department, and the University Health 3ervice. Facllltles In-
clude clasrooms, a main gymnasium with a seatlna- capacity of 
1,500, three auxiliary ums, a regulation swimmlna- pool with a 
aeatina- capacity of 350, a .rifle range, a 30-bed dormitory and 
physical therapy rooms. 
Lucy Prichard Hall, completed ·in 1955, houses 184 women. 
The hall was originally known as bhe Freshman Women's Donni-
·tory, but it was renamed in 1962 in honor of an outstanding for-
mer teacher. 
The new residence hall for men was completed in 1961. It 
houses 244 men and its facilities indude a dining hall for dormi-
tory residents. 
The Campus Christi'an Center, erected in 1961, includes a 
200-seait ch'apel, 250-seat fellowship haU, library, lounge, kitchen, 
conference rooms and offices of religious counselors. The project 
was started by local ministers and laymen and financed with 
funds from local and state groups and individuals. 
The University Heights Campus, now under development, 
will provide space for married student housing, field research, 
recreation and other facilities. 
The Bi•g Green, on Aug. 3, 1962, was elevated to major col-
lege football status by the Footbal1 Writers Association of Amer-
ica at its annual meeting in Chica.go. 
Major status ls conferred on schools which play at least half 
of ~elr pmes with major ·sdlools. The Big Green's current foot-
ball schedule included seven major teams: Bowling Green, Kent 
State, Toledo, Westem Michigan, Ohio University, Xavier Uni-
versity, and the Unlvenity of Louisville which, like Marshall, 
was elevated this year. 
The college offers tlhe following degrees: Bachelor of Engi-
neering Science, Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology, 
and Associate in Science in Nursing Education. 
Marshall h'as grown rapidly in the ,past two years, and · it 
will continue its rapid growth in the future if students, faculty 
and alwnni continued their interest in the University. 
PRESENT-DAY LIFE at Marshall still revolves aroand anl-
Yenity status. The photo above was taken In a classroom on 
March 3, 1961 - the day the lepslature pve ita Ulellt &lld 
Gov. W. W. Barron indicated that he would sip the leplatlor 
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The Union Co. Says :'Welcome Back" to MarshaU College 
Alumni Here for the Homecoming Game, and Wishes the 
Marshall Football Team Good Luck Tomorrow! 
"MEET ME 
IN THE NEW 
ALUMNI SHOP" 
Campus men are telling 
each other about The · 
U n i o n Co.'s Alumni 
Shop, a department de-
voted to the best in na-
tural shoulder clothing. 
Come view our superb 
suit collection in muted 
greys, blues, bro w n s, 
olives, blue-olives. Glen 
plaids, stripes or solids. 
Sizes 36 to 44 regulars 
and 38 to 44 longs. Dis-
tinctive accessories, too! 
Suits from $60 to $75 
STREET FLOOR 
911 POUlTH AVIN,UI 
-Alumni Shop 
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Students Try ~Class Democracy' System 
By LELIA MOORE class attendance five per cent. scale. He feels that it is particu- approach would be effective only ' committees to do what Is as-
Feature Writer Attendance is taken by the class larly appropriate for a class in in the social science classes. signed to them. Be commented 
The average college student recorder. Social Psychology and that the Some comments were: "I like that "it would be interestiq to 
does not usually expect to be able A breakdown of the class shows students ha v e responded well, this class because it's so different know if there is any correlation 
to decide how he will be graded that there are 15 seniors, 13 jun- showing maturity and initiative. from the routine classes." between the size of the class and 
in classes, what he will do during iors and five sophomores, with He bas tried the democratic "Too much time has to be given the effectiveness of the co~t-
the class period, or what kind of the largest per centage between approach with 130 psychotics in to minor issues." tees." 
and how many tests he will take. the ages of 21 and 25. More than a Cleveland state hospital. There "At the end of the class each Some students fee I that the 
Nor does the student expect to 50 percent have an average of 2.5 the patients were responsible for student should have a speaking main fault of the class is the time 
have another s t u den t conduct and higher. the maintenance, discipline and acquaintance with every member it takes .to set up the democratic 
class, while the professor lectures A copy of all committee reports, activities in the ward. of the class." system and in deciding on all is-
only when called upon. a summary of parliamentary pro- In a questionnaire filled out by "Classes of this type would sues involved. However, as Dr. 
This is w ha t has happened, cedure, a semester schedule, re- the class members to find out how have to be confined to the upper Dar bes commented, these are 
however, in Socia 1 Psychology suits of a questionnaire regarding they felt about the "class demo- level (300-400) classes." learning situations and· no mat-
302, taught by Dr. Alex Darbes, the composition of the class, and cracy" system, all but one liked "The class . makes the student ter what happens in the class, the 
associate professor of phychology. other information, is given to the system; all but one thought determine what he would like student will benefit from the ex-
The students control the class! each student so that he will have the democratic -approach effec- to do and gives him a sense of perience. 
Under the "class democracy" a complete·record of the class. An tive; all but six thought that stu- responsibility." --------------
system, proposed by Dr. Darbes autobiography of e a c h student dents showed more initiative and The class bas its pitfalls, of 
at the· beginning of the semester will be printed and distributed to the remaining six felt they course, since this is the first at-
and approved by the class, the help the student to know each showed the same amount of init- tempt at a complete democratic 
students decide how the class will other better. iative as in other cla.sses; all but system :in the classroom. The 
be conducted. If the system does This is the first time Dr. Darbes four students would like to have class chairman, Walt Cosby, feels 
not work, or if difficulties •should has tried the "class democracy" more classes of .this type, though that the success of the class de-
arise, a simple majority vote will approach in a classroom on a full most specified that the democratic pends on the efficiency of the 
dissolve the democracy and Dr. 
Darbes will resume control. 
J-GRAD GAINS POST 
James M. (Mike) Maroney, 
editor-in-chief of The Parthenon 
in ,I 958, has been appointed to a 
position on the information statt 
at National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda, Md. 
The first move in any democ-
racy is to elect a chairman and 
the class elected Walter Cosby, 
White Sulphur Springs senior, to 
the position. A steering commit-
tee of five members and a re-
corder were · appointed and Dr. 
Darbes was voted as class ad-
viser. 
Pall Mall Presents~ 
GIRL WATCHEKS GUIDE 
Before the class could function 
properly it was necessary for the 
students to vote that it was a So-
cial Psychology class, that they 
use the text6ook, "Fundamentals 
of Social Psychology," and that 
the .regular class meetings would 
be on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 
Fridays from 10 to 10:50 a. m. in 
Main 308. The class may vote for 
a "day o~f" iif experiments or re-
search need to be done and a lec-
ture or test is not scheduled. 
The central steering committee, 
along with the chairman and Dr. 
Darbes, served as advisers to five 
subcommittees which inc l u d e 
everyone in the class. These com-
mittees discussed ( 1)) the text-
book, (2) grading and testing, (3) 
research, (4) lectures, and (5) 
delegation of powers. Each group 
presented recommendations to the 
class for · a vote. 
For example, the committee on 
the delegation of powers made 
such recommendations as using 
"Robert's Rules of Order" as a 
guide in conducting class meet-
ings, giving the. chairman the 
power of veto, and not giving 
Dr. Darbes the privilege of vot-
ing. These recommendations were 
voted upon and passed. 
The committee on research 
projects recommended that there 
be three types of research- class, 
.group and individual- and that 
class members do one of each. 
These research projects will 
count 40 per cent of the fina·l 
grade, with five per cent for the 
class project, 15 .per cent for the 
group research, and 20 per cent 
for the individual project. 
.At present the class is con-
ducting the class research project 
through a questionnaire survey of 
attitudes toward conditions and 
activities on and around compus. 
Groups have been assigned to do 
different parts of the report, and 
the group r e p o r t s will form a 
composite report on the entire 
class project. 
The class also decided which 
chapters they will study and bow 
often Dr. Darbes will lecture. 
Four tests will be given, cover-
tnr two chapters each, and count-
inr ten per cent each for the final 
rrade. The tests will be made up 
by the students with each student 
submittinr one question. The 
final examination will count · 15 
per cent of the total grade and 
WHITE-COATED 
LAB-LOON 
Don't let this girl's costume fool you. She's not really a 
mad scientist. She's a girl-a real, live girl. It's just that 
she has to prove something-to herself and to her family . 
She has to prove that she has a brain and that, if she 
ever has to compete with men on their own terms, she 
can do it-and win. But she really doesn't want to com-
pete with men. In her heart she wants to attract men 
and eventually, marry one. T he girl watcher should not 
let this situation disturb him, however. 
If the girl is watchable, she should be watched, no 
matter what her motives or ambitions may be. The same 
thing is true of a cigarette. If it's smokeable, it should be 
smoked-and Pall Mall is the most smokeable of all ! 
Pall Mall's natural mildness 
is so good to your taste! 
So smooth, so satisfying, 
so downright smokeable! CA. T. C<>. Prvd11ctof ~~J'~ "~~ i, 011r middlt name'' 
L 
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By DR. STEW ART H. SMITH 
Univenity P.resident 
I should like to discuss the en-
during purpose of Marshall Uni- <:"I ,
1 
r 
versity and of our progress and - _. _ . ...., ._ _ '\ 1 ,; 
plans, as well as of some problems ===:':.=-==-. ==- ~=-:_.:.:__ ~---=---=-~~::'.""~"'-· 
and challenges that confront us. J..~~~.,._-_ .. .,-,,._~~4;. ...:::.- - · ·---~ 
Alfred North Whitehead, one'--------------------------------·-------··-----------------------
of the Twentieth Century's great-
est philosophers, once said, "The 30-hour week will not be for us. derstand and use rightly the prin- Iowa each has contributed four 
proper function of a university is If we would keep up with what ciples of constitutional govern- me m be rs to our full professor 
the imaginative acquisition of is new and significant in educa- emnt, of capitalism, of free enter- rank. 
kno,wledge ... THE TASK OF tion, we will have to t:::.'.~e '.work prise, of freedom and of respect We have 60 associate professon 
A UNIVERSITY IS THE CREA- home at night and frequently we for law. who earned their highest degrees 
TION OF THE FUTURE, so far as will have to work Saturdays and Unless we can help our stu- at 34 different universities. The 
rational though t, and civilized Sundays. This, of course, will dents develop a love for, and· a 42 assistant professors obtained 
modes of appreciation can effect not be new to some of us. devotion to morally responsible theirs at 26 institutions while our 1 
the issue." If we are to save our students political, economic and social be- 64 instructors rec e i v e d their 
In a recent publication of the from empty lives bounded by soap havior, and positive attitudes of highest degrees at 27 different 
University of Washington, ·Presi- operas and comic books, we will loyalty and patriotism, our work institutions. 
dent Charles E. Odegaard wrote, have to deepen and widen our will have been in vain. The three clinical professors of 
"A university is people, and it is private intellectual lives. This must be. a major purpose medical technology earned their 
the books, laboratories, and class- For the educated person and the of our university. highest degrees at three different 
rooms they use in conserving and gifted teacher is not one who has In summarizing our philosophy, professional institutions. 
creating knowledge. The univ~r- in his possession masses of infor- I would say that Marshall Uni- Our 227 full-time faculty, not 
sity is the dynamic moment be- mation, either in his head or on versity exists to produce better including the administrative staff, 
tween mankind's past and man- mimeographed paper, or shrewd- minds, to strengthen reason and earned their highest degrees at 
kind's future. A place where men ness, or college credits and de- intellect, to acquire knowledge 67 graduate institutions. 
and women develop a personal grees, but he is a person who and refine it, to preserve it and From this data we can see that 
and social sense of direction and possesses specific human attri- 'i!~:}~~!!!l!~.1E:...ai•• apply it. our faculty occupies ,a favorable 
mission. The university is also a butes. • -- But my experience as an ad- position in terms of educational 
harmony of the works of man and The educated person is at home Dr. Stewart ff. Smith ministrator and teacher tells me preparation, has graduate degrees 
the works of nature, of buildings, with ideas and with people. He is that in addition to this function, from a large number of reputable 
gardens, trees, horizon and open receptive and joyfully open to Dr. Stewart H. Smith, the the collegiate environment should graduate institutions, is cosmo-
sky, providing a dignity and grace new experiences. He knows and president of Marshall Uni- contribute to the improvement of politan in background and well-
of place befitting the worth and cares about himself and others. versity, was born in Glen Rock, the characters, personalities and distributed in the various pro-
beauty of ideas, a unity and free- He not only knows his own field Pa., on Sept. 19, 1904. He re- health of the students so that they fessorial ranks. 
dom that helps liberate the mind." of interest but he also sees the ceived bis B.S. degree from will develop emotional maturity, 
In oar university catalogue, we relation~hip .between the various Gettysburg College in 1927,, the independence of thought and Our Student$ 
read that our chief purpose is the branches of knowledge. Instead of M.A. degree from Columbia action, a civilized manner of be- We have an attractive, respon-
lntellectual and moral develop- buildirig barriers between his de- University in 1932, and the havior, the capacity to meet ad- sive and sensitive student body. 
ment of our students. Whoever partrnent and others, he seeks to Ph. D. from Syracuse Univer- versity, and a genuine sensitivity They come from moderate and 
wrote this statement of purposes find ways to relate his subject to sity in 1943. to the principles, the ideals and respectable homes. Many of them 
believed that our main business others in the curriculum, and to Prior to coming to Marshall value·s of the free society of which are partly or completely self-
was to make our students wise the life of the university as a in 1945, Dr. Smith taught in a . they are an important part. supporting. They have a strong 
and rood. ~is writer may have whole. 1 one-room school in Pennsyl- sense of unity and comradeship. 
been influenced by a statement I should like to quote some vania, at several high schools, Our Faculty During recent years I have 
from Plato's fifth book of "The statements made by Professor and he was supervising prin- We have an able, eminent and visited 20 college and university 
Republic", where it says, "Until Herschel Heath of our History cipal at Roxbury, N. Y., and humane faculty. It is prosaic to campuses in the East and Middle 
pbilosophen are kings, or the Department in an· address given Middleburg, N. Y., schools say that an institution is as good West and I am happy to say that 
klnp and princes of this world at our 1962 Leadership Camp last frooi 1931 to 1945. He also as, and no better than, the qual- our students compare very favor-
have the spirit and power of August. He said, "The purpose of taught summer sessions at Sy- ity of its faculty. Yet this st.ate- ably in courtesy, dress, enthus-
philosopbers, and political great- the university, in the last analy- racuse University during much ent bears repeating, for with the ·asm and initiative with those that 
ness and wisdom meet in one . . . sis, is to educate. For this pur- of this period. concern for new programs · and I have observed elsewhere. 
cities will never rest from their pose it exists. It is the role of the He served as dean of Mar- new buildings it is easy to forget Our campus is dead when the 
evils." university to train leaders for the shall Teachers College from that these are good and usef1,ll students are not here. The return 
Those of you who are students society of which it is a part. But 1945-46, and as acting president only insofar ·as they aid able scho- f students inspires and stimulates 
of philosophy may remind me that It is also the task of the ,miver- from 1946-47. He was appointed Jars and teachers in encouraging everyone 'connected with the uni-
Plato :wasn't altogether successful slty to train followers as well, president in 1947. and stimulating our students to- versity. Their restless energy re-
in his efforts for a succession of since every man in bis life time Dr. Smith is a member of Phi ward greater understanding, in- quires a host of supplementary 
tyrants ruled his land. will be cast first in one · role, then Beta Kappa, National Educa- sight and judgment. outlets - Fraternities, sororities, 
We must accept his . premise, the other. thin Association, the Associa- Seventy -one members of our clubs, political organizations and 
however, that education is the key "It is thus the task of the tion for Higher Education, and administrative and teaching staff many social and recreational 
to power and that there is no university ·to train its students the West Virginia Education have earned doctorates. Although activities. 
royal crown more significant than both to lead purposefully and to Association. , He has received degrees may not be the sine qua The guidance, discipline and 
the crown of knowledge. follow intelligently in the complex honorary degrees from Gettys- non of good teaching, they indi- general supervision of students 
We live in a time when the world of today. It is the obliga- burg, Morris Harvey and Rio cate a breadth of academic pre- and their organizations requires 
explosion of new knowledge has tion of university graduates to Grande Colleges; plus numer- paration combined with depth in the attention of our faculty and 
only begun. Last June a com- dedicate themselves to service to ous other honors including the a chosen field of specialization. staff. . 
mencement speaker at one of our their fellowmen and to raising the Huntington Y.W.C.A. Citizen Undoubtedly this depth of learn- One of our most difficult prob-
I a r g e universities said to the level of the society in which they of the Year and the West Vir- ing makes a good teacher better. lems has been recruiting a suffi-
graduates, "Men and women of the live." ginia B'nai B'rith Distinguished Sixty-nine teachers have done cient number of interested faculty 
class of 1962, I regret to inform Later, in the same address, Dr. Service Award. graduate work beyond the mas- to serve as group advisers, chap-
you that what you have learned Heath deplored the obvious lack He is married and has three ter's degree. Fifty-eight have the erones and sponsors. One would 
is now obsolete." of a strong and enthusaistic sense sons.and a daughter. master's degree and 26 have the suppose that with a faculty of 227 
This statement isn't completely of patriotism am O ng educated - --------------,bachelor's degree. Most tachers in and an administrative staff of lS, 
true, but these is too much truth people today. Many people, he mension of human life. the latter category have completed we would have enough people to 
in it to make us entirely happy. said, regard it as old-fashioned to "Unless we hang on to the con- specialized professional training provide supervision and _lea~er-
And there is nothing any of us display a love and affection for viction that our role in American above the bachelor's degree. Three ship for our student orgamzahons 
can do about it but to continue to their country and thi:ir form of society as teachers is to develop members of our ROTC staff have and activities. But s~ch has not 
update our education. government. people who care about American no academic degrees. . . been true. W~ coi:itm~e to be 
Not too many years ago a Although a sense of dedication s O c i e t y and can do something Our sabbatical leave pohcy, m- short-handed m this vital area. 
university professor could use the to American ideals is not alto- about it then we lose the mission adequate though it is, has enabled Apparently too many fa c u I t Y 
same lectures over and over year gether absent, it is certainly not to which we have been called." quite a few teachers to increase members feel that their responsi-
after year. Not so today. The rate as strong as it was during the I fully agree with Dr. Taylor's their educational preparation. bility to students ends at the 
of change is too rapid. Tomorrow's formative period of our nation. statements. The greatness of The 58 full professors on our classroom door. I entertai.n th~ 
demands will be very different Dr. Harold Taylor, in a recent America rests on many things, but staff received their highest de- hope that moce teachers will r~-
from today's. Only with tomor- address said, "Not only must the I believe that much of it rests grees from 28 of America's lead- spond to the need for helo m 
row's knowledge can we under- unlverslty and the collere trans- upon the morale and morals of ing graduate institutions. The Ohio these non-academ!c are~s. M.uch 
stand tomorrow's world. mit the culture, renew the heri- our people. state University and Columbia pleasure and rich satisfactions 
One of the ways In which we tare and civilize the younr, but As university teachers we have University· lead with five faculty come to those who engage in in-
as university administrators and they must act as the· creative the responsibility to help develop members from each. The Univer- formal contacts with students. 
teachers will be different from centers for planning the entire understanding and discriminating sity of Wisconsin, Cornell, Chi- Teaching effectiveness, I am con- . 
many other Americans ls that the future of the world in every di- judgment, to help students un- cago and the State University of (Continued 011 Page 9) 
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Dr. Smith Outlines .,State Of University., 
(Continued from Page 8) and the attractiveness of the portant and difficult problems. rect interpretation, and the re- and international listings of pro-
vinced, · is enhanced through s1.<ch campus. The proposed women's dormitory vision of accepted conclusions or fesionally qualified schools. 
experiencs. Radio Station WMUL, the fir~t will be financed through a $600,- theories in · the light of newly- 2. Transfer students from Mar-
Progress educational radio station operated 000 grant by the West Virginia discovered facts. shall would be more readily ac-
Within the past year some ad- by an institution of higher educa- Board of Education from the capi- Developing the desire to learn ceptable to all leading engineer-
ministrative innovations h a v e tion in our state, is a fine asset. · tal improvements fund and an lies at the heart of all good teach- ing institutions in the United 
been made. They were designed We can take a justifiable pride HHFA loan for $650,000. We pro- ing. A · faculty must keep on States. 
to facilitate the accomplishmE'nt in the excellent cultural programs pose to finance the classroom learning for· all great teachers 3. Accreditation would increase 
of some of the purposes which provided through the Artists Ser-, building and the ,addition to the have been lifelong students. Sch- the number of transfer studer.ts 
have been described. . ies, Community Forums, Convoc"i- library in the same manner that olarly articles and publications to Marsh!lll, 
The vice president of academic tion~, Scott Lecture, ~nC: our_ ~ur He~lt~ and P~ysical Educa- are imp~rtant in adding•to ~uman 4. Accreditation would assure 
affa.irs will co-ordinate the activ- music and drama produrilons. tion Bmlding was financed. knowledge. They are more 1mpor- acceptance .of our engineering 
ities .of the faculty and provide ~ r .ogress has been made in In February, 1.95?, . the legisla- tan! 1? revealu_ig the intellectual graduates by state boards of en'-
leadership in all matters relating assisting our graduates and ture of West Virginia passed a cJ1r10sity of their authors. gineeting examiners of four years 
to the instructional and research alumni to secure employmenl We bill authorizing the West Virginia [ While we do not expect all of professional experience: Thus 
programs. His overview of the do not consider our responsibili- Board of Education to issue reve- members of our faculty to en- our· graduates would be permitted 
academic activities of all the in~ ties to our students at an end after nue bonds for the construction of gage in sponsored research proj- to take their examinations a year , 
structional departments will per- graduation. During_ the past year the Health and Physical Education ects, we do expect all to be re- sooner. 
mit 8 much needed coorelation of our placement office helped 656 _Building. A special Marshall Uni- search-oriented and to use re- Our Department of Journalism 
the functions of the ·several col- senlors and alumni find Jobs. One versity C a p ital Improvements search as a means of personal ls investlgatinr the feasibillty of 
leges. · ~housand and ~inety-~hr~ s!u- Fund was c re a t e d in the state growth and as a contribution to seekinr accreditation. At present 
The vice president of business c.:ents . were assisted m ~mdmg treasury. Tuition fees collected their fund of knowledge._ the accreditation prop-am for 
and finance is the chief business part-time employment durmg the from the students since 1957 have The appointment of a univer- Journalism appears to be in a · 
agent of the university respon- year. been put in this special non-re- sity research board has filled a state of transition. We think ft 
sible for the pi·eparation of bud- We have. seen noticea~le ii:ii- volving capita 1 improvem~nts long-felt need at Marshall. Under wise to postpone application for 
gets, the a1:counting and d.isburse- provement in all of our umvers1ty fund. The total amount _authorized its leadership and guidance, . we accreditation penclinr an ovel'Jlll 
ments of funds purchasing and publications: The Parthenon, the was $1,900,000. According to the look forward not only to the sbm- official statement of standards by 
the constru~tio~ operation' and Chief Justice, Et Cetera, the Stu- state Sinking Fund Commission, ulation of greater interest in re- the accreditbir association. 
maintenance of the physical plant. dent Handbook, and the under- all outstanding bonds and inter- search but also the development Permanent extension centers 
He also supervises the operation graduate and graduate catalogues. est will be paid by April, 1963. of a much needed research facil- are being established on the cam-
of the Book Store the Student With the employment of a full- We propose to ask the 1963 ity. puses of other colleges wherever 
Union, dining halls ~nd the Build- time university ph~sician a year state legislature to pass a bill Immediate and decisive steps feasible. Selected staff members 
ings and Grounds Departm1mt. ago, our hea!th.se1;ices w.ere au:" authorizing us to finance the con- must be taken to secure approval of these colleges are teaching 
It is hoped 'that the adminis-· mented. Examu1;atioas, diagn~s,.s, struction of the classroom build- or accreditation of certain aca- some of the courses. This makes it 
tratlon, thus strengthened, will short-term treatment are provi~ed ing and library addition by creat- demic departments by national possible to meet the needs of a 
be able to give p r o m pt and E- t _the Sludent ~ealth Service Ing a fund similar to the one accreditinr arencies. number of graduate students in 
thorough consideration to all durmg regular office hour.,, ~e- created in l957. Our teacher education programs a~eas too far removed from our 
matters which normally fall to ginning this ye~r, each !?nte::ng The renovation of the two dor- have been accredited for many campus for our own staff mem-
its purview, and also provide the student is re~uired to. su~nu. a mitory-type buildings at Univer- years by• the American Associa- bers to commute. 
kind of 'leadership which will complete ph~s1cal ~xamma~i~n re- sity Heights will be financed by tion of Colleges for Teacher Edu- We are presently wol"king 
ensure the steady progress of port from his family physician. an HHFA loan. The new student cation. This organization is dis- with two communities to de-
the university. Plans And Problems union will likewise be finanred continuing its accrediting func- termine their need . for branch 
Progress has been made in Progress has been made by the by an HHF A loan. Funds for tion. Hereafter accreditation for colleges. If these communities 
academic affairs. The College of university in a material way. In dditiohal land, an auditorium an_d teacher educati~n will be handled can show that such a need exists, 
Applied Science was created in 1950 our new Science Hall was the ~evelo~ment of. Marshall Um- by the National Council for Ac- we will recommend to the West 
1960. Graduate pro gr a, ms have cor.1plet,ed. Since then Northcott versity ~eights will have to be creditation of Teacl;ler Education. Virginia Board of Education that 
been developed in school admin- Hall was completely renovated, secured m ways not yet deter- Dean Wiiburn and the staff of two-year branch colleges be ap-
istration speech and communica- Prichard Hall was built in 1955, mined. the Teachers College have been proVf,d and that they· op~n in 
tions. The department of nursing and an addition to the Student Our personal service bud.get re- preparing:' for the revie~ of our Septf'mber, · 196~. 
education is now beginning itc; Union was completed the same quest for the yea~ 1963- 64 includ- institution by this agency . next' Our university for many years 
third year. year. Between 1957 and 1960 we ed r~ommendations f~r. 20 ~er year. · has offered non-credit courses, 
The Honors Program, the a:dded approximately 10 acres of cent mcr~ments to admm1stratlvn The practical values to bf' seminars, workshops and confer-
Honors Seminar, the English land to our campus. A Hea1.th and ~nd teaching staff and lO ~r c<mt gained through this accreditation ences for civic, business, educa-
Proficiency Test, the Pro.gram to Physical Education Building, a increments for non-~ea~~mg per- are: tional, industrial and 1 ab o·r 
Encoui-.age Graduate Study are men's dormitory, and a chapel and sonnel. ~e West Virginia Board 1. Acceptance of our Teachers groups. 
forward steps in stimulating in- Christian activities building were of Education has approved lO and College graduates in graduate Requests for such programs are 
tellectual achievement. erected in 1960 and 1961. In 1961, 5 per cent respectively. schools approved by this associa- increasing and we sl}oul(\ • ri}~e 
Beginning this September, Mar- the state legislature transferred This is an exciting t_i~e to be tion. every effort to provideJh~ll};,,,, 
shall University, Mason County the former Home, for Co 1 or n d at Marshall. The transition from 2. More and better employment Our undergraduate ~tal~g. llsts, 
and the State Department of Edu- Aged and Infirm to the university. college to u_niversity de i:i1 ~ n d 5 opportunities for our graduates. 769 comses of study. In spite of· 
cation after two years of plan- The 1962 legislature appropriated that something happen withm us. 3. Automatic approval of such the efforts of ,our Ac ad~ ml~ 
ning, inaugurated a co-operative $60,000 to renovate the third floor University status has ·bee~ leg~- specialized prcigrams as home ec- Planning · and · Standards Com,. 
teacher education and sch o o 1 of our library. We have secured lated by the state, but university onomics, library science, music, mlttee, the number . of courses 
improvement program. Fourteen an HHFA loan to renovate the qualit~ and recognition can only and health a11d· physical educa- multiplies. Everyone knows that 
co-operating Marshall Teac!1ers two dormitory-type buildings 3 t be achieved by the scholarly pr~- tion by the several national knowledge Is growinr but. the 
College students are learning to the University Heights cam~us'. d.uctivity 0 ~ .the faculty .. In add!~ agencies which approve these apparent belief that it all must be 
teach ol'I. he job by working in Next March ground will _ oe tlon to raising academic stand- programs. taucht in new courses Is open ~ 
pairs und1st the supervision of a broken for a women's dormitory ards, it is imp.erative · that we The approval of our Depart- question. I should like to see' us 
"lead teache~·." housing 250 students. Preliminary move quickly into a greatly ~x- mellt of Chemistry by the Amer- undertake a REALISTIC appral-
This p r o g r a m ls . financed plans for a classroom and office pand~ ~rogram of research using lean Chemical Society would re- sal of our course offerings. Un-
through a $30,000 appropriation building and an addition to our ~ll exis~ing means ai:id _resources suit in tangible benefits to our doubtedly, some courses should 
from the state legislature, a llbrary are under way. This class- in seekmg truth· This is an op- students as well as to our uni• be eliminated and others con• 
$15 000 grant from the Fund for room building will provide facili- portune time for an enthusiastic versity. Surveys bav~ shown that solidated. 
th.' Advancement of Education ties for 1 an g u a g e laboratories, surge of interest in research to ., 11 d starting salaries are higher for As the academic deans well and by the Mason County Board music practice rooms, rooms for bring new vitali_ty to a our. ~- graduat- ·of d•partm•nts app-v- k f 1 . f h t t Th h t t ""' "' ., •v now, or a ong time I have elt 
of F.ducation. journalism as well as many ot er par men s. is c ara~ ens_ ic eel by the American Chemical that our class schedule needs a 
Some progress has been made regular and specialized classrooms spirit of the tru~ - university Society. Some companies have 
in faculty and staff salaries. Nine- for other departments. should be so cont~gio1:1s that our ma j O r overhauling. Although 
month salaries of the instruction:il For the longer range develop- undergraduates will fmd power- an expressed P O l i c Y of hiring some· progress has been made, too 
staff are three times higher ·and ment,- we are planning for the ful motivation to pursue graduate chemists only who have been many classes are still taught be-
. the summer school salaries a.re erection of a new Student Union study. grad11ated from approved depart• tween the hours of B a.m. and 2 
0 t , th ments. A person who has received p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays four times higher than they were and an auditorium. ur mas er s eses now ~rry a bachelor's degree from a chem• and Fridays. Many students re-
15 years ago. U the Urban Renewal Project great resp()nsibility In refiecting istry departin•nt certified by the' t t th t th h t 
Progress has been made in known as Area "G" becomes a the academic quality of our in- " por O me a ey ave grea 
ti 1 Th t b rlgl l ACS ls accepted to membership, difficulty in making schedules fringe benefits through Socill reality, we wlll have space for s tut on. ey mus e O na senior grade, in the society after because of this concentration ot 
Security and TIAA-CREF. the new auditorium and for park- investigations of a .fundamental 
imil t d to I dis two y•ars' ••--rtence. classes duri·ng these peri'ods Progress in alunmi apreciation ing. Within a few years, addl- nature s ar o a oc ra - " ., .. .,v · 
is evident. Compared with a few tional men's h O u sing wlll be sertation even though not at• Graduates from unapproved We need to take a long look ·at 
years ago, contrlbutions to the needed. Then we wlll build four taining the s c O p e. depth and chemistry departments qualify ur evening program. Many work- • 
annual giving funds are ncte- floors on the Men's Residence length of the higher degree. Con• for membership after f ive years ing people would like to comphite 
worthy. Twenty-seven a 1 um n i Hall. tractual and applied research of experience as a chemist or the requirements for a degree 
chapters have been established. Plans for the development an~ will certainly be present, but we chemical engineer. through .attendance at our night 
Evidence of the increasing inter- use of University Heights are in must go far beyond this in search Our Department of Engineer- school. But we offer almost •no 
est in and devotion to our uni- their initial stages. for fundamental principles, the ing is seeking accreditation by the course sequences which make it 
versity on the part of alumni is Among some things that we laws of nature and society In Educational Council for Profes- possible to complete graduation 
most gratifying. hope to develop there are research basJc research at both the faculty sional Development. requirements through part-time 
Progress In .the care and main- facilities, a planetarium, an ar- and student levels. The department ha.s been striv- evening attendance. 
· teniuice of our bu i Id in gs and boreturn, natural science museum, I think of research as an atti- ing for several years to qualify A number of specific problems 
1 •grounds has been noticeable. Fre• wildlife study area, and athletic tude of studious inquiry .and crit- for this accreditation. Benefits to should , receive careful study in 
quentirv.hlt l n g alumnJ and and recreational facilities. ical investigation or experimenta- be gained are these: the immediate future. Among 
others • comment favorably upon Securing funds for building and tion having for its aim the dis- 1. It would bring Marshall's them are: 
the cleanliness of our buildings salaries is. orie of our most im- covery of new facts and their cor- engineering program into nat ional (Continued on Page 10) 
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12,000 .------------------- r··-.. 
By LARRY ASCOUGH 
Editor-In-Chief 
What will Marshall University 
be like in 10 or 15 years? . How 
big an area will it cover and how 
many buildings will be construct-
ed? Will there be a larger and 
more varied curriculum? How 
about the enrollment - what will 
it be in 1980? 
In 1959, the school administra-
tion released projected enrollment 
- figures for 1970 and 1980. At that 
time larger enrollments were be-
ing recorded each year and class-
room space and sufficient housing 
were diminishing. An enrollment 
of 7,600 was foreseen for 1970, 
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Enrollment has not increased as 
rapidly in the last several years, 
however, and now some adminis-
trative officials are wondering if 
the earlier predictions will even-
tually take place. 1930 1940 1950 1960 1910 1980 
President Stewart H. Smith ex-
plained that since West Virginia's 
population had been decreasing 
for several years, the projections 
may have to be changed soon. 
ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS (shown abQve) may have to be 
revised downward. The administration believes that the exodus 
of families from West Virginia during the past few years will 
Dr. J. F . Bartlett, dean of the extend beyond this point. 
College of Arts and Sciences, University Heights is also an 
spoke in terms of the area, how- area that can't be forgotten. 
e~r, and not the entire state. Growth there is just beginning 
''The geography and economy of to crystallize and it could be 
this region is favorable to popu- years before it is fully developed. 
lation," he said. Frank Spear, director of the In-
Dean Bartlett expressed hopes formation Service, theorized that 
of an increasing enrollment and so,neday t h e undergraduate 
particularly mentioned "the Big school would be located on this 
Bul.ge"-the coming tide. of post- new property. He explained that 
war babies. the present campus could then 
The first step of this big surge be used for the graduate school. 
is expected in 1964, Another step At the present, however, uses 
will take place in l965 and th~n for the land are still be in g 
continue, almost constantly, until planned. "Among things that we 
1970. hope to develop there are re-
As the university grows popu- search faciH'ties, a planetarium, 
lation-wise, it must also expaDd an arboretum, n a tu r a l science 
In area and classroom space. museum, wildlife study area, and 
Many plans are now on the athletic and recreational ·fa c i l i-
that Marshall would like to offer 
some additional courses now. "We 
would like to have someone teach 
Russian." 
He explained, however, that the 
lack of funds prevented such a 
step, but he expressed h op e of 
such new curricula in the future. 
Dean Harris also predicted an 
expansion in the G r ad u a t e 
School. He explained that Mar-
shan now gives about 200 gradu-
ate degrees. in a calendar year. 
In 10 or 15 years the graduate 
program will spread into other 
departments, he theorized. 
"In some fields we will offe.r 
doctorate degrees. In other de-
partments, however, .there ls no 
demand even for graduate work," 
he said. drawing boards awaiting ap- ties," Dr. Smith said. 
proval or necessary funds to Dean Bartlett also saw an ex-
begin construction. The 1962 In terms of future curricula, pansion in the graduate level. He 
Legislature appropriated $60,000 Dean Bartlett tbeorized thal in explained bhat graduate work 
to renovate the third floor of the 10 or 15 years many new courses was now needed in business ad-
llbrary. Renovation also will will be offered. Dr. A. E. Harris, ministration a n d economies 
~n begin on two dormitory- dean of the Graduate School, said among others. 
result in a lower th;m expected enrollment by 19'70 and 19&0 at 
Marshall. 
"We are in a valley of industry. 
We should be d o in g a greater 
amount in the areas of chemistry 
and the related fields of physics 
and mathematics. I very definite-
ly think it will come," he said. 
Dean Bartlett also saw the need 
for several more academic col-
leges in the nextx 10 or 15 years. 
He said, "in a few years there 
will be another college added." 
He declined to speculate on what 
it would be, however. 
Research is another area which 
ls becoming important in other 
colleges and uninrslties. Dr. 
Harold Walker, vice president of 
academic affairs, predicted that 
it would have a big role in Mar-
shall's future. 
Dr. John H. Wotiz, chairman of 
the Chemistry Department where 
research plays a big role - elab-
orated on the subject. "Research 
is an essential feature of a uni .. 
versity. I'm not waiUng 20 years 
to start research in the Chemistry 
Department." 
He said that research would be-
gin in other departments in the 
next three years. He explained 
that funds and research-minded 
faculty members were the first 
requirements, but that it was 
more applicable in some depart-
ments than in others. 
Another area of development 
expected in the next few years Is 
educational radio and television. 
Dr. Stephen Buell, associate pro-
fessor of speech, said that the 
facllltles and studios of WMUL-
FM would be expanding · in the 
near future. Be also expressed 
hope tha·t in the next 10 years 
Marshall would have an educa-
tional television station. 
As 'President Smith stated in 
his State of the University ad-
dress last T-uesday, "This is an 
exciting time to be at Marshall." 
Through the predictions of ad-
ministrative officials, it looks as 
if the next two decades also will 
be very exciting. 
type buildings at University 
Heights, ~e second campus. 
A new women's dormitory is 
apparently the next structure 
which Marshall will obtain; how-
Conclusion Of Dr. Smith's Message 
ever President Smith explained (Continued from Page 9-) 3. Instructional arrangements. 
that' plans are being made for a 1. Advanced placement. This Many institutions have introduced 
classroom and office building. An involves awarding college credit seminars, guided reading-writing 
addition to the library also is on to entering freshmen who pass programs, independent study as-
the agenda. prescribed examinations in se- signments and larger lecture sec-
According to the president, the lected courses. The credit is ap- tions in an effort to find ways 
classroom building will provide plied toward meeting degree re- and means of better conducting 
facilities for language lalbora- quirements. Our undergraduate the teacher - learning process. 
tor,ies, music practice rooms, academic deans have been study- What shall Marshall do? 
rooms for journalism and many ing this matter and have sub- 4. Schedule organization. A 
other classrooms for other de- mitted a preliminary report. Ap- number of institutions have dis-
partments. proximately 100 colleges and uni- carded the semester p I an for 
"Within a few years, additional versities have advanced place- either four-quarter or trimester 
men's housing w i 11 be needed," ment programs. The merit of arrangements. The stated advan-
Dr. Smith explained. "Then we these programs is attested by the tages are a mo re continuous 
will build four floom oil the increasi-ng number of institutions year-round use of plant facilities, 
Men's Residence Hall. For longer participating in them. What shall the accommodation of many stu-
range development, we are p-lan- Marshall do? dents, an acceleration of time re-
ning for the erection of an audi- 2. Course arrangements. The quired for completion of the col-
toriurn." traditional pattern of five courses lege course and the earlier entry 
The auditorium will be built on three hours a week for a semester in to professional and graduate 
the new I an d included in area is on the way out in a number of schools. What shall Marshall do? 
"G", according to President colleges and universities. Accord- 5. The graduate program. Dr. 
Smith. This is the title of the pro- ing to these institutions, three Oliver C. Carmichael, former 
posed urban r en e w a 1 project courses given four or five hours president of the Carnegie Foun-
which extends east to 20th Street. a week for less than a semester dation for the Advancement of 
This land will have sutficient are more conducive to greater Teaching, recently completed a 
room for parking and future thoroughness, less scattering and problems and prospects· of gradu-
building. The president said that richer depth of achievement. ate education. His report, en-
someday the campus may even What shall Marshall do? titled, "Graduate Education" is 
in the university library. I rec-
omend that all members of the 
Graduate Council read it. 
Dr. Carmichael states that, "No 
segment of higher education has 
so significant a role to play as 
the graduate school during this 
decade." He feels that our gradu-
ate programs and schools need 
basic reforms. In his opinion, 
graduate schools have fostered 
too much specialization and frag-
mentation of knowledge, that 
they lack a sense of mission, that 
their goals have been static for 
the past 50 years, and that the 
content of many graduate courses 
is sterile. 
A ft e r acquainting ourselves 
with the recommendations made 
in this study, we should examine 
our graduate program. Org-anlza-
tional and curriculum changes 
may be ,required if we are to 
measure up to the role suggested 
by Dr. Carmichael. With univer-
sity status, it is incumbent upan 
our Graduate School to develop 
a new outlook and a well-de-
fined sense of mission. 
In conclusion, I wish to re-
state that the ultimate goal of 
our university is to help our stu-
dents achieve self-conquest, self-
control, self-mastery, self-dis-
cipline and self-sacrifice. 
Above all, we want to help our 
students discover that "the finest 
of the fine arts is the fine art of 
living, and that the highest of an 
the arts is the art of fine living." 
Ours is the challenge t,o serve 
our society and to do all in our 
power to help that society meet 
the grave pr_oblems of the pres-
ent. 
This we shall strive to do 
through promoting good educa-
tion for all citizens of our state 
who have the capacity and the 
interest to make use of its bene-
fits and advantages. Upon this 
and upo!\ our avowed commit-
ment to welcome to our student 
body all who desire to improve 
their talents, "without regard to 
wealth, birth, or other accidental 
condition or circumstance," .rests 
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Is Future. Of Education 
Geared To Machines? 
By, FRAN ALLRED 
Managing Editor · 
One of education's greatest prospects for the future lies in 
the field of programmed learning thrhugh machines and special 
machines, according to Walter Felty, associate professor of edu-
cation, 
Programm~ learning is, he continued, a seli instructional 
teaching technique in which the subject matter is arranged in 
logical sequence and the student proceeds at his own pace, 
Professor Felty predicts the method will find the most use 
in remedial work, enrichment for the gifted student, and in the 
home market, 
· In this program, the student 
is given information bit by bit. 
He . is then tested on the ma-
terial and the .results of the test 
are known immediately, This 
reward of knowing the results 
serves to refinforce the correct 
The p r o g ra m is especially 
useful in equalizing individual 
differences, according to Pro-
fessor Felty, Also, homebound 
students and scllool drop-outs 
can use this method outside 
response. Each increasingly the classroom, 
difficult step in the sequence is Programmed textbooks a r e 
based upon previously learned used in basically the same man-
lnl'ormation. ner c!S the machines, 
When using a "teaching ma- "The social atmosphere of a 
chine," a:; such devices are call- classroom is important," Pro-
ed, the st u d en t participates fessor Felty said. For this rea-
actively, son he does not believe the ma-
Because the student controls chines will replace teachers, but 
the speed at which the material that they will supplement in-
is presented, he .can work at his struction. 
future Teachers To Rel1 On Mad1i11s 
WALTER FELTY, associate professor of education, inspects the liltest thing in educational aids -
the "teaching machine." Teaching machines will add efficiency to teaching by pacing the speed 
of learning to the individual student, allowing him to proceed from basic to complex subject mat-
ter and promoting active participation on the part of the student while away from class.· 
own pace. Also, because the ---'---------------- ------------------------ --- --- - -------
material is so arranged , to pre-
vent many er•rors, the student 
is not as quickly di'SC'our aged, 
Professor Felty emphasized 
that. the program does the 
teaching and not the machine. 
The machine simply facilitates 
the uresentation of the ma-





By SUSAN SIMMEN 
Staff Reporter 
What are you looking forward 
to I during Homecoming activi-
ties? 
Butch Townsend, Weirton Junior: 
Junior: 
"I am looking forwa•rd to · the 
dance and seeing a lot of the 
alumni coming back. I am also 
looking forward to te,e game,'' 
Brenda Hubbard, Williamson 
sophomore: 
"The decorations and parade 
and, I hope, the sc.hool spirit at 
th~ game, These are the · things 
I'm looking forward to - plus 
the elections." 
Ralph McBrayer, Williamson 
Junior: 
"I am .looking forward to t:he 
building of the floots and floa.t 
coonpetition the most, But I am 
also excited abou,t the house 
decorations and the football 
game," 
Shirley •Baisden, Barboursville 
sophomore: 
"We all look forward ro win-
ning the _game and the homecom-
ing parade on Saturday. We also 
look forward to the beauty of the 
activities," 
Reflections of Telstar 
Remember the picture above? It flashed across your 
television screen on a hot night last July. Perhaps 
you remember that it originated from France. · And 
that it reached the U. S. via Telstar, the world's first 
private enterprise communications satellite. 
· Since that summer night, the Bell System's Telstar 
has relayed electronic signals of many types-tele-
vision broadcasts, teleohone calls, news photographs, 
and others. 
But there's one Telstar reflection you might have 
missed. Look into the fac.es of the Bell System people 
below and you'll see it. It is the reflection of Telstar's 
success that glowed brightly on the faces of all who 
shared in the project. 
Their engineering, administrative and operations 
skills created Telstar and are bringing_ its benefits 
down out of the clouds to your living room. 
These Bell System people, through their talented, 
dedicated efforts, make your phone service still better, 
more economical, and more useful. 
The reflections of Telstar are many. 
@ Bell Telephone Companies 
PAGE TWELVE 
32l Shop suits, sportcoats, 
slacks, shirts and rainwear 
have the easy wearability 
that tells everyone you are 
confident in your appearance. 
You will be proud to wear ""'' """'' . ..,'" 
them. We have the best selec-
tion of outstanding clothing 
that ever hit this town in 
years. 
. ' 












Just who does care about your ap-
pearance? Everyone cares. Your 
family, your friends, your campus as-
sociates ... They all care; they ex-
pect you to look your best whatever 
the occasion. 
We care, too. That's why we offer 
you "The 321 Shop Look" . . . The 
look that gives you confidence at all 
times, on every occasion. 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
AMSBARY - JOHNSON 
IN HUNTINGTON ON TENTH 
/' 
